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ABSTRACT

Lattice defects produced in zinc and cadmium by plastic

deformation at 78 K have been investigated by means of electrical

resistivity measurements at 78 K. Single crystals and polycrystalline

samples of both metals have been used. The annealable increase in the

resistivity of single crystals with deformation is generally less than

0.5% for deformations of up to 5% in zinc and 10% in cadmium. This

is too small for annealing stages to be resolved satisfactorily,

particularly since they are obscured by irregular changes in resistance

during annealing, attributed to anisotropic thermal expansion of

neighbouring sub-grains.

Polycrystalline zinc is too brittle to allow significant

deformation at low temperature, but a measurable resistivity increase

has been produced in polycrystalline cadmium. The increase is

proportional to strain, with a coefficient (12.5 ± 0.7) n£2m per unit

strain, half due to dislocations and half to point defects. This value

is consistent with the point defect production mechanism being non-

conservative movement of dislocation jogs, producing a defect

concentration of 0.1% per unit strain, the resistivity of defects being

60 n£7m per 1% atomic concentration.

Isochronal and sequential isothermal annealing was performed,

and the activation energy was determined by an improved version of

the change-of-slope method which eliminates the necessity for subjective

curve-fitting operations. The annealing spectrum was divided into

three stages: stage III, at 80 to 130 K, activation energy 0.16 ± 0.03 eV;

stage IV, at 130 to 180 K, activation energy increasing from -0.2 eV to

-0.4 eV; and stage V, 180 to 220 K, 0.7 ± 0.1 eV. There was no unique

viii



order of kinetics at any stage, and it appears that a number of

overlapping processes took place. Stage III is attributed to the

annealing of interstitials and stage IV to vacancies, but both these

defects probably moved In groups of two or more and interacted with

impurities. Stage V is attributed to dislocation rearrangement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Defects in metals

The properties of metals depend on their structure, and one

of the major activities of research in metal physics has been the

establishing of a relationship between structure and properties.

In general, properties such as density, electrical conductivity,

thermal conductivity and specific heat are characteristic of the

chemical composition of the metal, and changes in physical structure

give rise to relatively small variations in these properties.

The changes in physical structure which are of primary

interest in the present work are those in which atoms are more or

less permanently displaced from the sites which they would occupy

in a perfect crystal. Lattice vibrations and other transient

displacements will not be discussed in detail. The defects of

interest may be broadly classified by their spatial dimensions:

Zero-dimensional (point defects): vacancies, interstitials, impurity

atoms, and small clusters of one or more of these components.

One-dimensional (line defects): edge dislocations, screw dislocations.

Two-dimensional (surface defects): stacking faults, grain boundaries,

surfaces.

Three-dimensional (volume defects): voids, large clusters of point

defects or impurities.

All these defects are related because, for example, stacking

faults ■ are bounded by dislocations, and point defects can be

produced by the intersection of moving dislocations.

The main aim of the present work is to obtain information

about point defects in metals which have a hexagonal-close-packed

structure (h.c.p.), particularly cadmium and zinc. Most previous

1



work has been done on face-centred-cubic (f.c.c.) metals, such as

copper, but relatively little has been done on the h.c.p. metals,

perhaps because they present a number of experimental difficulties;

they are anisotropic, and they have low melting points so that

very low temperatures are necessary to immobilise point defects.

In addition, zinc is brittle at low temperatures, so that it is

difficult to produce many point defects by mechanical deformation.

1.2 Background to the present work

Previous work by Anderson and Brown (1965) has shown that when

zinc crystals are strained in tension at toom temperature deformation

sometimes occurs in jumps, and that associated with each jump there is

a pulse of resistivity which increases rapidly and then decays

exponentially. They attributed these pulses to the creation and

annealing of point defects, probably divacancies, and calculated an

activation energy for movement of (0.32 ± 0.03) eV. The present

work was initiated in the hope of relating these dynamic measurements

at room temperature to static measurements of the properties of point

defects obtained at low temperatures.

Because of its transition to brittle behavious below room

temperature, however, the experimental difficulties of low temperature

deformation and annealing of zinc precluded the obtaining of significant

annealing data, although many attempts were made with both single

crystals and polycrystals. It was therefore decided to carry out an

investigation of the annealing behaviour of cadmium, because this metal

is similar in many respects to zinc, having the same structure, but is

more ductile at low temperatures.

Although some work on the annealing of cadmium has been carried

out previously, only a few results have been obtained, compared with
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the extensive investigations which have been made on the f.c.c.

metals. The annealing curves show considerable variations, and the

interpretation of some behaviour is still in doubt. In particular,

it is not yet clear whether interstitial atoms anneal by long-range

migration at very low temperatures (<26 K) or whether they remain

present in some form to temperatures of about 100 K. An annealing

stage found at about 80 to 120 K in the present work is compatible

with the annealing of vacancies or their aggregates in that temperature

range.

Results are presented on the resistivity increment due to point

defects produced by low temperature deformation of zinc and cadmium,

and on the behaviour during isochronal and isothermal anneals. In

zinc and cadmium annealing stages overlap one another, and it is not

possible to obtain an unambiguous description of each individual stage.

The method usually used to obtain activation energies from annealing

data, the change-of-slope method, involves subjective curve-fitting

and estimation of slopes; this limits the confidence which can be

placed on the values obtained. An improvement was therefore developed

which enables activation energies to be calculated objectively from

numerical annealing data and eliminates the subjective aspects.
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2. THEORY AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK ON ZINC AND CADMIUM

There have been a number of reviews of theoretical and experi¬

mental work on point defects (e.g. Damask and Dienes 1963; Cotterill

1965; Seeger 1970), so the content of these will not be reproduced

here. Most previous work has dealt with the face-centred-cubic (f.c.c.)

metals, however, so this chapter will concentrate on what is known

about defects in hexagonal-close-packed (h.c.p.) metals, zinc and

cadmium in particular. A review on vacancies and interstitials in

h.c.p. metals x^as presented to the 1968 JUlich conference (Schumacher

1970), so particular emphasis will be placed on more recent work.

The various different methods by which point defects can be produced

and studied will be considered in turn.

2.1 High temperature equilibrium methods

The concentration of point defects in equilibrium in a metal

at any temperature is the value for which the free energy is a minimum,

and is given by

C = exp(£>f/fc) exp(~Ef/kT) (2.1-1)

where S^ (~k) is the entropy contribution from the change in lattice
f .

vibration frequencies with and without the defect, E is the energy

of formation of one defect, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the

temperature (Damask and Dienes 1963).
f

The value of S for interstitial atoms is less than for vacancies,

and the value of is calculated to be considerably more, so that only

vacancies and their aggregates will be present in significant concen¬

trations in thermal equilibrium. For example, if we take the formation

entropies of vacancies and interstitials to be equal, and say that the
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formation energy of an interstitial is 1 eV greater than that of a

vacancy (c.f. values for noble metals quoted by March 1973; Damask

and Dienes 1963, pp. 13-14; Van Bueren 1961, p. 33) the ratio of

concentrations at 700 E, the melting point of zinc, is

£lv_ e*P(-Eiv/W
hi

- exp[(Z?j. -

= exp 17

~ 107

Here and subsequently we use the subscripts lv and li to refer to mono-

vacancies and mono-interstitials respectively; divacancies are denoted

by the subscript 2v, and so on. The superscript f refers to formation

of the particular defect; superscripts m and sd are used to indicate

migration and self-diffusion.

The following techniques have been used to investigate defects

in thermal equilibrium:

(i) Extrapolation of thermal expansion, electrical resistivity

or specific heat data.

(ii) Measurements of dilatation and lattice parameter. .

(iii) Positron annihilation measurements.

(iv) Diffusion measurements.

A summary of results from experiments of these types is given in

Table 2.1-1.

2.11 Extrapolation measurements

In method (i) an equation, which may have some theoretical basis

but which is often empirical, is fitted to data for the variation of

a property with temperature at temperatures less than about two thirds

of the melting point. Experimental data at high temperatures are
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Metal Property-
measured

f
El /eV
lv

C (T )
v m

Reference

Cd im 0.42 2.1 2.4 x 10~3 Gertsriken and
Slyusar (1958)

pen 0.38 2.4 x 10 3 Gertsriken and
Slyusar (1958)

pen 0.36 to 0.39 3 x 10~3 Hillairet et al.

(1969)

hi ha 0.42 Janot and George
1 a (1971)

hi ha 0.40 ± 0.02 0.3 ± 0.4 5.6 x 10~4 Feder and Nowick
1 a (1972)

Positron 0.41 ± 0.02 0.5 McKee, private comm.,
annihilation cited by Seeger (1973)

Positron 3.3 Kuribayashi et al.
annihilation (1973)

Zn P CO

l(T)

l(T)

KT)

Positron
annihilation

Positron
annihilation

0.31

0.44

0.50 ± 0.05

0.50

0.54 ± 0.03

1.65

2.3 ± 0.5

1.9 ± 0.3

2.5

3.3 x 10"3

3.3 x 10~3

2 x 10"3

Gertsriken and

Slyusar (1958)

Gertsriken and

Slyusar (1958)

Gilder (1969)

Svechkarev (1971)
(recalculation of
Gilder's data)

McKee et al. (1972)
Seeger (1973)

Kuribayashi et al.
(1973)

Table 2.1-1. Properties of vacancies from high temperature equilibrium

measurements
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found to deviate from the extrapolation of this equation, and the

deviation is said to be due to the formation of defects. The

weakness of the method is that even if no defects appeared the high

temperature data would still deviate from the extrapolated curve

because of enharmonic terms in the lattice vibrations (Hoch 1970).

As these terms cannot be calculated exactly, it is not known how

much of the deviation is due to defects. As shown in Table 2.1-1,

values obtained by this method for the concentration of defects at

-3 -3
the melting point m zinc vary from 2 x 10 to 3.3 x 10

2.12 Dilatation and lattice parameter measurements

This method avoids the difficulty of extrapolation by measuring

the temperature dependence of both length and lattice parameter at

high temperatures. Since the creation of a vacancy is equivalent to

removing an atom from the interior of the metal and placing it on

the surface, this will increase the length, 1, but will not directly

affect the lattice parameter, a. If the vacancies are statistically

distributed the relaxation of the adjacent atoms has equal effects on

the lattice parameter as measured by X-rays and on the overall length

of the specimen. The vacancy concentration is then given by

C = 2(Al/l - Aa/a) + (M /l - tso/c)
v a a c c

for a hexagonal crystal for which 1 ,a and 1 , o are the lengths andcl C

lattice parameters parallel to the a- and c-axes respectively.

This method was applied to cadmium by Feder and Nowick (1972) ;

their results are included in Table 2.1-1.

2.13 Positron annihilation

This is a recently developed sensitive technique for the

detection of equilibrium concentrations of vacancies (Seeger 1973).

It is not affected by the presence of interstitials, as the dilato-
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metry/lattice parameter method would be, and its maximum sensitivity

is in a temperature range where divacancies may be neglected, so

that values of true vacancy formation energies may be measured rather

than effective energies which are modified from the true values by

the presence of these other defects. The method cannot be used to

measure absolute values of concentrations, however.

The technique depends on the fact that positrons can be

trapped at vacancies in a metal, and that properties such as their

lifetimes and the momentum distribution of the electrons with which

they annihilate will be different for trapped positrons from free ones.

Lifetimes are measured by using a source which emits a y-ray at the

same time as a positron; the time between this y-ray and one of the

two annihilation y-rays is measured electronically and recorded in

a multichannel analyser. Information about the momentum distribution

may be obtained either from the angular correlation of the two

annihilation y-rays or by measuring their Doppler broadening.

The best values obtained so far for cadmium and zinc are shorn

in Table 2.1-1. The value of for cadmium agrees well with the

previous measurements by other techniques, although for zinc it is

slightly higher than previously. Another value of =(0.52±0.05) eV

has been reported for cadmium by Connors et al. (1971); this falls

well outside the experimental error of other measurements, and Seeger

(1973) thinks that it may be in error because of a large temperature

extrapolation which was used in analysing the data.

2.14 Diffusion measurements

The predominant mechanism of self-diffusion in zinc and cadmium

is thought, on the basis of isotope effect measurements, to be the

movement of monovacancies (Seeger and Mehrer 1970, p. 50). The

8



activation energy for self-diffusion will then be the sum of the

monovacancy formation and migration energiesi.e.

ESd - E\ * E* .lv lv

Since all three of these energies can be measured independently, this

equation gives a check on the self-consistency of the values.

• s d.
Measured values of the self-diffusion energy, E , are given

by Schumacher (1970) and have averages of 0.82 eV for cadmium and 1.0 eV

for zinc. When taken together with the formation energies in Table

2.1-1 these imply monovacancy migration energies of about 0.4 eV for

cadmium and 0.5 eV for zinc.

9



2.2 Quenching experiments

The difficulty of measuring equilibrium concentrations of

defects at high temperatures by techniques such as electrical

resistivity is that the defect resistivity is only a small fraction

of the total resistivity due to thermal motion of the lattice atoms.

An alternative approach is therefore to hold the specimen at a high

temperature long enough for the equilibrium concentration of defects

to be established, and then to cool it rapidly to a temperature low

enough to immobilise the defects of interest. The supersaturated

concentration of defects produced in this way may then be measured

by static methods, and the temperature may be made very low so as

to reduce the thermal component of resistivity. Various annealing

treatments can be used to investigate the processes which occut as

the defects are eliminated.

If the quench is done infinitely fast, the concentration of

defects retained will be the equilibrium value at the high temperature,

as given by (2.1-1). Measurements of electrical resistivity do not

allow absolute concentrations to be measured unless the resistivity

per defect is known, but relative concentrations for quenches from

different temperatures allow calculation of the activation energy

for vacancy formation,

As discussed in section 2.1, the predominant defects present

in equilibrium at high temperatures are vacancies and their aggregates,

so it is almost entirely this type of defect which is present in

quenched specimens. This simplifies the interpretation of annealing

measurements, and by identifying effects due to vacancies helps to

pick them out in the more complex annealing spectra which result from

irradiation or plastic deformation.

10



For a quench to retain most of the vacancies present at high

temperature the rate of cooling must be large, typically ^ 1000 K s-1

(Vostry et al. 1972), and the resulting thermoelastic stresses can

produce plastic deformation. This effect is particularly troublesome

in the h.c.p. metals because of their anisotropy, and is discussed

in more detail in section 4.4.

f
The value of E^ for cadmium has been measured by Vostry et al.

(1972) as (0.45 ±0.04) eV, by quenching polycrystalline ribbons,

25 fim x 1 mm, to 4.2 K from temperatures in the range 273 K to 473 K.

They consider that their improved experimental arrangements make

this a better value than the previous estimate of about 0.4 eV (Sprusil

et al. 1970).

Other estimates of E^ are by Savitskiy et al. (1964), who obtained
(0.37 ± 0.03) eV, and Zen et al. (1965), who obtained 0.31 eV, but

these results were from quenching to about 273 K and measuring micro-

hardness and density, and length, respectively. As vacancies are

thought to be mobile below 273 K these measurements will relate to

vacancy and vacancy-impurity aggregates.

The recovery stages found by Vostry et al. (1972) and Sprusil et

al. (1970) are shown in Fig. 2.2-1, which summarises the results of

annealing experiments on quenched and irradiated zinc and cadmium and

shows the labelling of annealing stages which we shall use in the

subsequent discussion.
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2.3 Irradiation experiments

Detailed isochronal annealing results on neutron irradiated

cadmium have been published by Coltman et al. (1971). They observed

a number of annealing peaks in the range 4.2 K to 300 K, but were

unable to assign all of them to specific defects. They proposed

two alternative models for the main annealing stages.

In the first model metastable interstitials, probably crowdions,

migrate at temperatures below 26 K and can annihilate with vacancies.

They can also be converted to a more stable form which combines with

nearby vacancies in a peak at 60 K, and which migrates freely in the

range 100 K to 140 K.

The second model postulates a single type of interstitial, which

lies between the basal planes. The peaks below 26 K are due to

movement of these interstitials on their own planes, with no movement

in the direction of the c~axis. Some will annihilate with vacancies

on the adjacent planes, but others will be trapped in the stress

fields of vacancies or interstitials on near but non-adjacent planes.

At 60 K the vacancies are able to move and annihilate the nearby

interstitials which they have been trapping. The peak at 100 to 140 K

is attributed to long-range migration of free vacancies.

Coltman et al. do not consider that their data enables them to

make a choice between these two possible models. They found that

the stage III peak at 100 - 140 K did not fit a single order of

kinetics, and therefore thought it inappropriate to try to calculate

an activation energy. The number of jumps which one defect would

have to make to reach another defect at the estimated concentration

of 3 x 10 5 was, however, compatible with the number 5 x lO4 derived

from Peiffer and Stevenson's (1963) energy value of 0.35 eV, which

13



had been attributed to vacancy migration.

Seeger (1970) calculated that for a vacancy migration energy

of 0.36 eV the number of jumps for Coltman's 225 K peak would be

107 to 10s in a pulse of 5 minutes, and he considered that this order

of magnitude was what would be expected, so that the 225 K should be

attributed to vacancies. The position of Coltman's stage III peak

depends on defect concentration; Seeger finds that at large doses,

when it occurs at 105 K, vacancies with E =0.36 eV would have a
m

number of jumps of only 10 2 or 10 1 in each five-minute pulse. Thus

although Coltman's calculation of the number of jumps for small doses

seems reasonable, Seeger's value for the same peak at higher doses is

not compatible with vacancy migration. He therefore attributes it to

free migration of interstitials, explaining all the peaks at lover

temperatures by the recombination of Frenkel pairs of varying initial

separations. He agrees with Coltman that vacancy-interstitial pairs

may exist in two configurations (a-pairs and c-pairs), the relative

concentration of which depends on dose. The type, which predominates

at small doses must anneal at low temperatures and the other type

requires energies up to that of free interstitial migration.

Simon and Minier (1972) irradiated polycrystalline cadmium with

3 MeV electrons at 20 K. This temperature was too high for them to

investigate Coltman's stage I annealing (below 26 K), although they

saw some evidence for its existence. They say that they did not

observe the -stage II peak at 60 K, and assumed that the displacement

energy required to create c-pairs was too great for many to be produced

by their irradiation. There is a peak at about 60 K on most of their

graphs, however, particularly on one obtained from less pure (5N) material.

They agreed with Seeger on ruling out the vacancy for stage III because
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of the small number of jumps it would make, and concluded that the

stage was due to interstitials and multi-interstitials. Finally they

allocated vacancy migration to stage IV, at 150 - 160 K, for which

they found an activation energy of (0.38 ± 0.03) eV. This is said to

agree with their results on quenched cadmium samples which showed a

peak at 170 K, the higher temperature being because there were less

dislocation sinks in the quenched than in the irradiated cadmium. The

published report of the quenching work, however, (Vostry et al. 1972),

shows that a peak isolated at 177 K had too high an energy ((0.48 ± 0.05)

eV) and too few jumps ("a few hundred") to be free monovacancy migration,

and was thought to be due to the freeing of vacancies from impurity

traps. The remainder of the quenching results showed a broad stage

extending from 130 K to 190 K, which was thought to be due to mono- and

di-vacancies.

The remaining irradiation work on cadmium was done by Maury et al.

(1969, 1971b)- They were mainly interested in mechanisms of damage

rather than recovery, but did some isochronal annealing, finding recovery

stages at 5.5 K and 90 - 180 K. The 5.5 K stage was said to be re¬

combination of close Frenkel pairs, but the other broad stage was not

analysed in detail. An assignment of 0.1 to 0.2 eV as the activation

energy for recovery at -120 K was however compatible with their model

for the production of defects by the displacement of small numbers of

dissolved hydrogen impurity atoms, initially held in shallow traps

such as vacancies, with a binding energy of -0.1 eV.

Maury et al. also irradiated zinc with electrons at 10 K and

annealed isochronally up to 150 K (Lucasson and Lucasson 1966; Maury et

al. 1971a). Despite some trouble with poor reproducibility they

identified annealing in a number of substages up to 32 K, at least those
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below 15 K being attributed to recombination of Frenkel pairs. They

also found a major stage at 100 to 150 K which agrees with the

previous findings of Blewitt (1957) and Nihoul (1963).

Nihoul, who irradiated zinc with neutrons at 77 K, found

continuous annealing between 100 and 180 K, There were two main peaks

centred at 105 K and 155 K, with activation energies (0.21 ± 0.02) eV

and (0.50 ± 0.03) eV respectively. Interstitials or divacancies were

thought responsible for the first peak, which had second order kinetics,

and vacancies were tentatively suggested for the second, although as

the order of kinetics found was greater than 2 the process is probably

complex and the 0.50 eV found may be an effective activation energy

which should not be firmly associated with any particular defect.

2.4 Plastic deformation experiments

A number of experiments have previously been carried out on

point defects produced by plastic deformation in cadmium, but discussion

of these will be postponed to section 5.2 where they can be considered

in conjunction with the results of the present work.

2.5 Theoretical calculations

Although many theoretical calculations of the properties of point

defects in cubic metals have been carried out (reviewed by March 1973;

Johnson 1973) very little work has been done on hexagonal metals. In

1963 Harrison calculated 2?^ for zinc, obtaining 1.8 eV. "This", he
says, "would appear to be an over-estimate" since it is incompatible

with an experimental self-diffusion energy of ~1 eV. He obtained

6.5 n£2m for the electrical resistivity due to 1% of vacancies in zinc,

compared with Reale's (1962) calculated values of 14 nS7m for zinc and

15 n^m for cadmium.
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Most other theoretical work has been concerned with comparisons

between energies for the production and migration of defects and

other properties of metals, such as melting point (Neumann 1967;

Osipov 1971), sublimation energy (Sprusil 1963) and Debye temperature

(Tewary 1973; Neumann 1967). These calculations rely on establishing

a relationship between pairs of properties which have been measured

experimentally in a number of metals and then assuming that the same

relationship holds for metals of which only one of the properties has

been measured.

Neumann obtains the following relationships between the melting

temperature, T t and defect energies for f.c.c. and h.c.p. metals:

e\ = (0.816 x 10"3 eV K_1) Tlv m

E® = (0.684 x 10"3 eV K_1) Tlv m

Esd = (1.55 x 10 3 eV K 3) T
m

(2.5-1)

These expressions agree with experimental data to within 10% to 20%.

He derives Mukherjee's (1965) relation between the Debye

temperature and defect energies

E = (02 /cz) M (2.5-2)

where E is a defect energy, 0^ is the Debye temperature, M and V are
the atomic mass and volume respectively, and a is a constant which

is the same, within 10%, for many f.c.c. and h.c.p. metals. The value

of cz depends on the particular energy being considered; the values

found by Neumann (converted from molar to atomic units) are shown in

Table 2.5-1.

E czl(eV kg m2 K2)

Ef
lv

6.5 x 10~40

<lv
7.15 x lo"40

ESd 3.34 x lo"40 Table 2.5-1
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From these equations we can calculate energies for zinc and cadmium

as show in Table 2.5-2.

Zinc Cadmium

T /K
m

693 594

0/K 224 142
2

MV*/kg m2 0.625 x 10~44 1.33 x 10~44

i^/ev 0.58 0.49

t 0.48 0.41

* 0.48 0.41

t 0.44 0.38

Esd/eV 1.08 0.92

t 0.92 o CO 1—1

Table 2.5~2. Values of defect energies for zinc and cadmium calculated

from Neumann's relationships. Values calculated from

(2.5~1) are marked *; values calculated from (2.5~2) are

marked t.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

A general view of the experimental arrangements is shown in Pig. 3.1

3.1 Specimen materials and preparation

3.11 Materials

Both zinc and cadmium were obtained from each of three different

suppliers:

i) Supplier: Metallurgical Services Ltd.

Purity: Stated to be "pure" but no analysis available.

Form: Zinc: 2mm diameter wire.

Cadmium: 4mm diameter wire. ' When drawn down to

2mm diameter, this cadmium wire was found to have

a resistance ratio, i?27z/Rb.2 = 1400.

ii) Supplier: Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd.

Purity: Zinc: 99.999%. The supplier's spectrographic

analysis was as follows:

Element Estimate of quantity present

parts per million

Iron

Silicon

Bismuth

Cadmium

Calcium

Magnesium

5

1

less than 1
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Cadmium: 99.996%. The supplier's spectrographic

analysis was as follows:

Element Estimate of quantity present

parts per million

Indium 30

Lead 2

Iron 1

Silver 1

#

Bismuth

Copper each element less than 1

Magnesium

Form: 2mm wire. The zinc wire was drawn by Johnson

Matthey from 7mm rods, and the spectrographic

analysis applies to the material before drawing,

iii) Supplier: Koch-Light Laboratories Ltd.

Purity: Zinc: 99.999%, catalogue no. 8109H.

Cadmium: 99.9999%, catalogue no. 8839H.

Form: 1mm wire.

The Metallurgical Services material was used.for preliminary

experiments, but most of the results were obtained from Johnson Matthey

materials. Only a few runs were done with the metal obtained from

Koch-Light.

3.12 Polycrystalline specimens

Polycrystalline specimens were cut to the required length,

washed in a solvent such as carbon tetrachloride or trichloroethylene

to remove any greasy contamination, and chemically polished with an

etch developed by J. J. Gilman (1956), viz:
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Cr03, 160g

Hydrated Na2S0i,, 20g

H20, 500cm3

They were then sealed in glass tubes under a low pressure of helium,

annealed at 417K (0.7 T ) for about two hours and allowed to cool
m

slowly inside the oven. After another light etch the specimen and

dummy, which were annealed simultaneously to make them as similar as

possible, were mounted in the deformation apparatus as described in

section 3.21. After being mounted, and when all electrical leads

had been attached, the specimen and dummy were left for at least a

day at room temperature to recover from mounting strains. Sometimes

separate short potential leads were attached to the specimen and

subsequently joined to the main leads inside the cryostat (see 3.32);

in this case it was possible to anneal the specimen in an oven after

the grips and leads had been attached, but the temperature could not

exceed the melting point of the solder, 343K.

3.13 Single crystal specimens

These were grown in a Metallurgical Services single crystal

unit, illustrated in Fig. 3.13-1. The travelling furnace, which

moved along the fixed glass tube at a speed of 1.6mm/min, was wound

so as to give a steep temperature gradient at its lower end. The

furnace temperature distribution has been measured by Anderson (1965).

The tube could be evacuated or filled with an inert atmosphere.

Oxygen-free nitrogen or helium were usually used to avoid evaporation

which occurred when the metal was melted under vacuum. Various

different types of crucible were used to contain the crystals during

growth:
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a) Glass tubes with a 2mm precision bore (Chance Bros. Ltd. -

"Veridia") were used, held on carbon spacers at the centre of the

furnace tube. Crystals grew successfully in these, but were

difficult to extract without damage. An internal graphite

coating did not make extraction much easier, but drawing down the

wire so that it was a fairly loose fit in the tube was sometimes

helpful.

b) Two of these 250mm long precision bore tubes were ground down

for half their thickness, to a plane through the axis, so that when

fitted together they formed a split mould. The wire was put

between the halves and they were then slid into a larger glass tube

which just fitted their outside diameter and held them together.

This assembly was then mounted in the furnace on carbon supports

as before. Crystals grown in this mould were rather easier to

extract, but unwanted grains were present more often, presumably

being nucleated at the joint between the two parts of the mould.

The increased amount of glass between the specimen and the furnace

would also have detracted from the quality by decreasing the

steepness of the temperature gradient at the growing face.

c) A split graphite crucible with three longitudinal slots of

2mm square section cut in one side was fairly successful but

there was still some difficulty in extracting the crystals without

damage.

d) The method which was best for avoiding damage to the crystals

was the "soft-mold" technique (Noggle 1953). They were grown in

a glass tube of 7mm internal diameter, packed with a fine powder

of pure alumina or silica. After growth the powder could be

loosened and shaken out and the crystal slid out without strain.
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This method led to some slight surface roughness, but most of this

was removed by the chemical polishing.

Single crystals were etched lightly in dilute hydrochloric acid

to check for unwanted grains, and were given the same polishing,

mounting and annealing treatment as polycrystalline specimens. They

were cut to length by spark cutting or, in the case of cadmium, with

a pair of fine wire cutters, and in the case of zinc, by low

temperature cleavage. Since about 6mm at each end of the crystal

was embedded in solder when mounted, and since the potential lead was

attached at least 5mm away from the grips, strains produced at the

point of cutting should not have affected the measurements.

3.14 Orientation measurements

Until it had been shown that defects were in fact produced in

measurable quantities by low temperature deformation, it was not

thought worth making detailed measurements of crystal orientation in

order to investigate the production mechanisms. Thus although some

cadmium crystals were orientated by Laue back-reflection x-ray

techniques for another purpose, most orientation measurements were

optical ones. In particular, the orientation of the basal plane

of zinc single crystals was determined by low temperature cleavage,

the angle between the cleavage plane and the crystal axis being

measured by optical goniometry, using an arrangement similar to that

of Goss (1953).

Before x-ray crystallographic equipment became conveniently

available, some experiments were carried out with the "light figure"

method of Yamamoto and Watanabe (1950, 1955) who used a technique which

Chalmers (1935) had developed earlier for the study of twinning in

tin. For this an arrangement similar to that of the Laue method was



used, but with a narrow collimated beam of light from a high pressure

mercury lamp instead of a beam of x-rays. The crystal surface was

etched in Yamamoto's solution, and the reflections from the etch pits

then showed the crystallographic directions. A typical "light figure"

or back-reflection photograph from the basal plane of a zinc crystal

is shown in Fig. 3.14-1.

Fig. 3.14-1: Light figure obtained by reflection from etch pits on

the (0001) plane of zinc single crystal. The points of the figure

point in the <1120> directions.
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3.2 Deformation apparatus

First experiments were carried out using a small Polyani~type

tensile testing machine similar to the one used by Anderson (1965)*

This had not been designed for low-temperature work, however, and

did not have sufficient space for a cryostat to be fitted. An

Instron tensile testing machine, model TM-M-L, became available later,

and all subsequent work was done on this. The Instron machine had

two modifications which made it particularly suitable for this work:

an extra length of crosshead travel to provide space for a cryostat,

and two decade speed reducers allowing deformation rates down to

5 x 10 ^ m s 1. A deformation rate of 0.05 mm min 1 (8.3 x 10 7 m s :)

was usually used for zinc, but with cadmium, in which brittleness is

not such a problem, rates of up to 20 mm min 1 (3.3 x 10 4 m s J)

could be used. Fig. 3.2-1 shows load vs. extension for polycrystalline Cd.

Strain was determined either by measuring from the Instron chart

or by measuring the distance between the potential leads with a

travelling microscope before and after deformation. Because it was

necessary to take the differences between two sets of readings this

gave an accuracy of ±0.1 mm in the extension, which is ±10% in extensions

of 1 mm (e - 2%) or ±2% in extensions of 5 mm (e - 10%).

Two glass dewar vessels were manufactured to size by T. W. Wingent

Ltd., to form a cryostat suitable for use with liquid nitrogen or liquid

helium. The outer vessel was evacuated and sealed, and the inner one

was fitted with a pumping connection. The dewars were mounted on a

sliding platform which allowed them to be moved in and out of the space

under the moving crosshead of the Instron (Fig. 3.2-2). The jig which

held the specimen could be detached by removing the six Allen screws

A and B (Fig. 3.2-3) So that it was possible to move it clear of the



Load/N

Fig. 3.2-1: Load-extension curve for a specimen of polycrystalline

cadmium at 78 K.

Before deformation, diameter = 2 mm

length = 50 mm
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machine for the annealing stage of the experiment after deformation

had been carried out. After deformation pull-rod C was clamped by

the three screws D before it was disconnected from the load-cell.

3.21 Specimen grips and mounting procedure

Various forms of grip and mounting techniques were used,

including mechanical clamps, specimens grown in a dumbell shape,

specimens with dumbell ends moulded on in solder or electrically

conducting epoxy resin, and specimens soldered directly into the

grips. In all cases precautions had to be taken to avoid introducing

unintentional deformation into the specimen while mounting; this

was generally done by clamping the two grips in a jig which was not

removed until the specimen was mounted in the machine. One successful

form is shown in Figs. 3.21-1 and 3.21-2; this was developed from

a design by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Raghavan (1962), and incorporates

the clampin-g jig in the testing assembly itself. Two screws A project

from each side of each grip, and these are held firmly against the

frame during mounting by a clamping bar B. When the specimen is

mounted the clamping screws C are released and the grips are free to

move vertically. Strips of polytetrafluoroethylene (p.t.f.e.) insulate

the grips from the frame to allow resistance measurements to be made.

This assembly did not provide for a dummy specimen, however,

which was found necessary for accurate resistance measurements, so

a new jig was designed as shown in Figs. 3.21-3 and 3.21-4. The

specimen was soldered directly into two brass end pieces shown in

Fig. 3.21-5 which were clamped in a jig (Fig. 3.21-6) so that the

length of the specimen between the grips was 50 mm. The jig also

supported the whole length of the specimen during mounting.

Soldering was done using a small gas flame applied to the brass

grips until their temperature was sufficiently high to allow low-

~7 ■>.
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3

Clamping bar (2 off)

Fig. 3.21-j; Preliminary-
form of grip and
deformation jig



Fig. 3.21-2: Specimen mounted in a longer version of the
jig shown in Fig. 3.21-1
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Fig. 3.21-4: Specimen and dummy mounted in deformation jig
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Solder

Specimen

Scale: full size

Fig. 3.21-5: Specimen
soldered into end pieces
("grips")

Screws to clamp
grips into jig

Fig. 3.21-6: Mounting jig
hold specimen during
soldering and mounting
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melting-point solder to flow into the recess provided around the end

of the specimen. The grips were attached to the pull-rod and the

bottom mounting by means of small steel screws or pins which were

a loose fit in holes drilled transversely through the ends of the

rods; this allowed a small amount of rotation to take place as an aid

to alignment.

The bottom grips of both specimen and dummy were not clamped

rigidly to the lower plate of the deformation jig, but were left

loose so that stresses would not be set up due either to misalignment

in mounting or to thermal changes in overall length during deformation

or annealing. The bottom grip attachment of the specimen was

designed to be self-aligning, as shown in Fig. 3.21-3, to avoid

bending stresses on the specimen. The mounted specimen and dummy are

shown in Fig. 3.21-4. (The slight curvature to be seen in the specimen

is due to accidental deformation during photography and did not arise

during the experiment.)

3,22 Torsional deformation apparatus

A modification the the tension apparatus was made to allow some

tests to be carried out with torsional deformation. (Fig. 3.22-1).

It was hoped that by removing the component of tensile stress it

might be possible to produce more strain in zinc specimens before

fracture occurred, but no significant increase in the strain at

fracture was found. The torsion apparatus probably introduced some

errors into the stress-strain curve recorded by the Instron - the cord

may have stretched slightly and there would have been some friction

at the p.t.f.e. guides and at the plain bearing at the bottom of the

compression spring - but this was not a primary consideration as the

main purpose of the apparatus was to produce a slow and steady twist

of the specimen, which it did quite adequately.
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Fig. 3.22-1: Modification of apparatus to allow deformation in torsion
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3.3 Resistivity measurement

3.31 Apparatus (Fig. 3.31-2)

Resistivity measurements were made by a potentiometric method

using a Tinsley Diesselhorst pattern thermoelectric-free potentiometer,

type 3589-R/AUTO serial number 174734. The circuit used is shown in

Fig. 3.31-1. All leads in the room temperature part of the specimen

current circuit were of large diameter copper cable (7/.0029") (3mm2)

so that their resistance would be small enough for variations to have

little effect on the current. The size of those within the cryostat

was 28swg (0.1mm2).

All leads inside the cryostat were wrapped round the compression

tube of the deformation jig, and insulated and protected by a thin

wrapping of polytetrafluoroethylene tape.

3.32 Potential leads

All connections at room temperature in the potential circuit

were made with well-insulated, screened, untinned, twin twisted

copper cables, joints being clamped in bare copper terminal posts to

avoid thermal or contact e.m.f 's. The potential leads have to make

good electrical contact with the specimen at a well-defined position,

have to stay firmly attached during the stretching and annealing

operations, must not produce excessive stress concentrations which

could lead to fracture or interfere with the uniform deformation of

the specimens, and must not produce spurious contact e.m.f 's.

Various methods of attachement were tried, such as solder, electrically

conducting epoxy resin, small copper clamps and copper contacts inserted

at the grips. None of these proved satisfactory, and it was decided

that spot-welding should be used. "Ewald" miniature welding

equipment, model P10-10S2, was acquired by the laboratory; this
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Switch contacts Sla and Sla' are interchanged when current is reversed,
simultaneously with contact Sib and Sib'; Sic is opened during reversal.

Fig. 3.31-1: Resistance measuring circuit
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provided a bench-mounted welding head with controlled welding pressure,

and also a pair of hand-held welding tweezers which were very

convenient for attaching leads after the specimen had been mounted

into the deformation apparatus.

A weld energy of 25J was found satisfactory for attaching

0.15mm diameter (38swg) copper wire to 2mm diameter zinc crystals.

A formula for the optimum ratio of diameters for satisfactory spot

welds between wires of two different metals is given by Strong (1938),

but this gives a diameter of 1.08mm copper for attachment to 2mm

diameter zinc, and such a thick copper lead would cause too much

damage. The copper wire did not appear to fuse with the zinc in

most cases, but microscopic observation showed it to be firmly

embedded in the surface. The diameter of copper wire used was chosen

as small enough not to damage the specimen too much and large enough

not to have too high a resistance and thus reduce measurement

sensitivity. The wires were continuous from the specimen to

clamped copper connections at room temperature at the top of the

stretching jig, passing through a multiple tubular glass to metal seal

in the cryostat cap. For tests with 1mm diameter specimens short

lengths of thinner wire were attached to the specimen and then

connected to the main potential leads with spot welds or solder.

The use of potential leads of the same material as the specimen was

considered but was decided unnecessary; all the connections between

zinc or cadmium and the copper leads would have to be kept at the

same temperature to avoid thermal e.m.f 's, and since the specimen

was at a uniform temperature it was more convenient to make the

connections there. Fracture did not usually occur at the point of

lead attachment.
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3.33 Sensitivity of resistance measurement

Because scatter in the experimental points is an important

factor in limiting the analysis which can usefully be done on the

final results, it is probably worth describing here, in rather

more detail than would otherwise be appropriate, possible causes

of this scatter and the steps taken to remove it.

The sensitivity of the galvanometer amplifier and secondary

galvanometer was usually adjusted to give a deflection of 50mm for

a potential change of lOOnV. By interpolation on the galvanometer

to the nearest 5mm, readings were taken to lOnV. This was about

0.003% of the potential across the specimen. The resistance of

the Diesselhorst potentiometer is not affected by the setting of

its dials, so this sensitivity was constant at all settings.

Greater sensitivity was possible, but was not justified by the

stability of the voltages being measured. This instability could

have arisen from

(i) Variation in current in the specimen or the potentiometer,

(ii) Variations in thermal e.m.f's in the potential circuit,

(iii) Induced e.m.f's from external electromagnetic fields.

3.34 Current stability

The potentiometer current stability was checked against a

standard cell, and the specimen current was checked against the

potentiometer by monitoring the voltage across the standard

resistance in the specimen circuit. Before the 1A current

controller was acquired, the specimen current stability was the

limiting factor in the accuracy of the measurements, and various

attempts were made to improve it. The major steps were
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(i) The use of a large capacity lead-acid accumulator (Chloride
Batteries type YCG33, 400 ampere-hour capacity).

(ii) The use of a resistance network based on the arrangement

suggested by Gerritsen (1956). This is shown in Fig.3.34-1.
The best stability obtainable from arrangements (i) or(ii)was
1 in 10\ and this performance was rather unpredictable.

(iii) The use of a feedback arrangement based on a Sefram "Graphispot"
recording galvanometer (Fig.3.34-2). This instrument
consists of a sensitive light-spot galvanometer and a separate

chart recorder built into the same case. The pen carriage
of the recorder is fitted with a photocell assembly which
controls a servo motor to move the pen to follow movements

of the light spot from the galvanometer. A slider on the

pen carriage is in contact with a linear resistor which
extends across the whole width of the scale, so that a

voltage proportional to the spot deflection can be obtained.
This voltage was fed into the base circuit of a power

transistor in series with the specimen and thus controlled

the specimen current. The galvanometer was connected as

shown to respond to any differences in voltage between a

standard resistance in the specimen circuit and a standard
cell.

This arrangement proved fairly satisfactory and could give
a stability of 5 in 105 when working at its best, but it
was difficult to adjust to maintain this sensitivity. It

was also rather susceptible to drift due to changes in the

120V battery used across the linear resistor.

(iv) A current controller designed for the job was eventually

purchased. This is a Tinsley type 5753, and works on

the same principle as the Sefram arrangement described in 3,

except that the photocell voltage is fed back electrically
without the need for moving parts. A similar instrument

(Tinsley type 5750) was purchased to control the potentiometer
current. To avoid vibration, the two current controllers

were installed, with the galvanometer amplifier and indicating

galvanometer, on shelves fixed to a main wall of the building.
This apparatus gave an overall current stability of

±2 in lO*3, as measured by making a continuous measurement of
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Fig. 3.34-1: Current stabilising circuit after Gerritsen (1956).

The tappings on the variable resistances are adjusted so that when

the correct specimen current is flowing it is supplied entirely by

the 6 V cell. The 4 V and 2 V cells counteract any variations in the

current.

Fig. 3.34-2: Current stabilising circuit using Sefram "Graphispot"

spot-follower recording galvanometer. The position of the tapping on

the 20 kft potentiometer is controlled by the light beam from the

galvanometer, G.
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the voltage across the standard resistance for times of at

least 20 minutes (Fig.3.34~3a).

3.35 Thermal e.m.f's

The remaining fluctuations may have been caused by varying

thermal e.m. f's or by variations in temperature. Thermal e.m.f's

in the galvanometer circuit were balanced out by injecting a small

voltage from a Tinsley thermal compensator, type 5214A. Those

in the specimen circuit were generally about 0.1 to 0.2 yV, and

were allowed for by repeating each measurement with the current

reversed.

The difference in thermal e.m.f. between the two pairs of

specimen voltages in each set of readings (see Section 3.38)

averaged 0.035 yV over 16 sets. With a specimen voltage of about

350 yV this represents a fluctuation of ±0.005%, which is half of

the total fluctuation. To check whether the variation arose at

the specimen or at the switches and connections in the circuit

outside the cryostat, the thermal e.m.f. across the specimen was

monitored with no current flowing. It was found to vary within

±0.01 yV, or 0.003% of the voltage produced across the specimen

by the measuring current. Manipulating some of the switches

produced additional fluctuations of about the same size. Expanded

polystyrene was used to protect the apparatus from draughts; the

switches were cleaned and lubricated, and were rotated several

times at the beginning of each day's measurements and subsequently,

but it was not possible to reduce the spurious voltages below the

figures quoted above. The reversing switch was fitted with a

contact intended for wiring in series with the galvanometer to

open its circuit; just before and close it just after the current
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Fig. 3.34-3: Stability of voltage measurements
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was reversed, thus avoiding large deflections due to surges. This

contact (Sic in Fig. 3.31-1) was instead wired so as to interrupt the

feedback circuit of the specimen current controller, thus avoiding

it being sent out of balance when the current was reversed.

The possibility was considered that the current supplied by

the controller might be slightly different after being reversed, but

this can be ruled out because the fluctuations in the potential across

the standard resistance were the same size as those across the

specimen, although the actual potential itself was thirty times

greater.

3.36 Induced e.m.f's

It Is difficult to separate the effect of these from the effect

of thermal e.m.f's, and both are included in the size of the fluctuations

quoted above. Precautions were taken to reduce them as far as possible

by using screened connections, twisting pairs of wires together to

avoid loops, and connecting metal cases of apparatus to a common earth

3.37 Variations in specimen temperature during resistance measurements

Fluctuations in the temperature of specimen and dummy would

show as fluctuations in voltage across them when the specimen current

is flowing. Such fluctuations are shown in Fig. 3.34-3, b and c, and

are about ±0.005%. Most of this is due to the thermal e.m.f fluctuations

discussed above, but up to about ±0.003% may be due to short-term

fluctuations in specimen and dummy temperature. The temperature

coefficient of resistivity of cadmium is 1.6% K 1 at 80 K (Meaden

1965), so fluctuations of this size correspond to temperature variations

of about 2 mK.

The long-term drift in temperature.is negligible over the time
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required to take a set of readings, about four minutes. Since the

ratio, r, of specimen voltage to dummy voltage is required, fluctuations

in these two measurements can add; a set of ten measurements of v was

distributed about its mean with a standard deviation of 0.006%. In

experimental runs time did not permit each resistance measurement to

be repeated ten times, although it was usually repeated three times.

The mean of a sample of three was calculated, using Student's i, to lie

within ±0.015% of the mean of the population, at a 95% confidence level.

(Brinkxrorth 1968, pp. 36-40).

Steady drift or constant deviation from the nominal temperature
C

is taken account of in the method of analysing the readings (section

3.38).

3.38 Procedure for taking resistance readings

In order to alloxtf for slight drifts in temperature or current,

each measurement of resistance was made from a set of ten readings,

taken at uniform time intervals in the follox/ing order:

1 7std D

2 7std R

3 V
s

D

4 V
s

R

5 Fd D

6 Fd R

7 V
s

D

8 V
s

R

9 V
,

std
D

10 V
,

std
R

V and R represent potentials and resistances, with suffixes "std", "s"
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and "d" standing for "standard", "specimen" and "dummy" respectively.

The symbols R and D in the third column show whether the current was

flowing in the reversed or direct direction.

This symmetrical sequence ensures that if there is any uniform

drift the means of the readings of V , and of V will be the valuesstd s

these quantities would have had at the time of measurement of 7,.d

After this method had been in use for some time a lengthy justification

of it by Sprusil (1965) was found. The readings were entered at the

time of taking into an electronic printing calculator (Friden model

1151) which was programmed to accept them in the above order and to

print out the three ratios

7? = (3) + (4) + (7) + (8)
s (1) + (2) + (9) + (10)

;? = 2 x [(5) + (6)]^d (1) + (2) + (9) + (10)

r = R /R,
s d

where the numbers in parentheses are the sequence numbers of the

readings in the table on the preceding page. It was thus possible to

check, and to plot a graph of, the values of the ratio r as the readings

were taken, so that any doubtful or interesting values could be

confirmed by a repeated reading if necessary.

The potential across the standard resistance, ^ t{j> was constant
by at least an order of magnitude better than and 7^, and it xvas
therefore omitted from some sets of readings when time was limited.

It was still checked regularly, however, and the temperature of the

standard resistance was noted so that corrections could be applied.

The temperature coefficient of resistance of the standard resistance

was 1.7 x 10 5K 1.
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3.39 Calculation of resistivity changes from resistance measurements

The resistivity due to defects has to be calculated from

measured values of the resistances of the specimen and the dummy

before and after annealing. This may be done as follows:

Let the resistances before annealing be

specimen: R = R" + /SR
s s s

dummy: Rd

ratio: v «? R /ft
s d

and after annealing

specimen: Rx

dummy: R\
d

ratio: ' r* = R'/R\
s a

A1? is the part of the specimen resistance which is due to defects

and is the resistance the specimen would have if the defects could

be removed without causing any other changes, so,that

AR « R - R" (3.39-1)
s s s

We do not know the value of R'J, but we suppose that during the
annealing process it underwent the same changes as Z?^, so that

IF = i?r ' SLVing = ' IF (3.39-2)
s d d

The dummy was chosed to be as similar as possible to the specimen

and underwent the same treatment, so that they would be affected

equally by changes due to thermal strain or differences in measuring

temperature before and after annealing. (See section 4.41).

Now substituting R'^ from (3.39-1) into (3.39-2), we get



If we assume that the shape of the specimen does not alter during

annealing, we can put hR/R' = Ap/p, where Ap is the resistivity due

to defects and p is the resistivity of the annealed specimen. Thus

finally

Ap _ r£ _ -n _A
p Vr' } R\

d

This is similar to the expression derived after much detailed

analysis by Sprusil (1965). Other workers have published alternative

procedures for the analysis of resistivity changes (Rider and Foxon

1966; Misek 1970, 1971) but these depend on measurements of resistance

at two different temperatures and assume that the resistivity due to

defects is the same at both, i.e. that Matthiessen's rule holds and

that the defects do not anneal out (Dimitrov 1968). To avoid

annealing of defects in cadmium and zinc deformed at 78 K, the two

temperatures would have to be at 78 K and below. These alternative

methods do not appear to have any great advantages over the one

outlined above, for the present work.

An analysis of changes in Ap does not require an accurate deter¬

mination of p, since Ap is always measured relative to the same value

of p. An approximate value is most conveniently found by measuring

the resistances of the annealed specimen at 293 K and 78 K and assuming

that the room temperature resistivity is that given in the literature.

In this way p at 78 K was found to be 16.3 n£7m for cadmium and 11.6

nSTm for zinc.

Changes in Ap are required in analysing annealing stages rather

than Ap itself, and p, r' and are treated as constants throughout

an annealing run. The uncertainty of Ap is then mainly determined

by the uncertainty of - l), i.e. of (r - r')/r'. Since r' ~ 1,
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and R /R\ ~ 1, the absolute error in Ap/p is about the same as thed d

absolute error in r, ±0.00015 (0.015%) for 95% confidence (section

3.37) or an absolute standard deviation of 3.5 x 10 . The standard

deviation of the difference between two values of Ap/p will then be

~ 5 x 10 The differences between values of Ap/p vary between
-3

2 x 10 and zero, so the fractional standard deviation is 2.5%

upwards.

If the value of p for cadmium is taken as 16.3 nQm, an error

of ±0.015% in Ap/p corresponds to an absolute error in Ap of 2.4 pfim.
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3.4 Temperature measurement and annealing

3.41 Temperature measurement

The temperature of the specimen and dummy was measured with a

copper-constantan thermocouple spot-welded to the dummy at a point

about one third of its length from one grip. If there was any

variation in temperature along the length of the dummy (or the specimen)

due to heat transfer to or from the grips, a point of attachment

lying between the middle of the specimen and one grip would give an

approximate mean value.

The thermocouple wires used were 36 s.wT.g. copper and constantan,

supplied by The Saxonia Electrical Wire Co. Ltd. E.m.f.-temperature

tables used were those given in BS 1828:1961 (1961). The thermocouples

were calibrated at the boiling point of liquid oxygen, as recommended

in BS 1828, and an appropriate correction was applied to the tables.

Repeated measurements of thermocouple e.m.f. in the calibration bath

were reproducible to within ±1 yV, corresponding to an uncertainty in

temperature measurement of ±0.05 K. Additional calibration points

used as a check were the sublimation point of C02, (Scott 1941) at

194.64 K, and the boiling point of Freon 13 (191.8 K). The reference

junctions of thermocouples were kept in a flask of crushed melting ice.

For temperatures above 273 K a mercury-in-glass thermometer was

used in the liquid bath as well as a thermocouple, and a low temperature

liquid-in-glass thermometer was used in the range 200 K to 273 K as

an additional check.

3.42 Choice of type of cryostat for annealing

Two types of annealing experiment were to be carried out:

isothermal and isochronal pulse annealing. In order that the results
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might be easily interpretable, it was desirable that the following

sequence of events should be followed as closely as possible:

a) After deformation, the specimen should be maintained at a

temperature To low enough to prevent migration of the defects of

interest, and constant enough for there to be no significant

fluctuation in temperature between the times of measuring the

resistance of the specimen and measuring the resistance of the

dummy. The sequence of resistance measurements allows for any

small constant drift in temperature.

b) The temperature of specimen and dummy should be raised

instantaneously to the required annealing temperature, T , maintained
3l

there for a predetermined time, and then returned instantaneously to

the measuring temperature To.

c) It should be possible to repeat steps a) and b) as often as

required, the temperature T either being the same on each repetition
Si

(isothermal pulse annealing) or set to a different predetermined

value each time (isochronal pulse annealing).

Two main types of cryostat have been used in the temperature

range between the boiling point of liquid nitrogen and room temperature;

both types were investigated in order to choose the most appropriate

one for the present work.

"Pool" type cryostats. (e.g. Scott 1941; Peiffer and Stevenson 1963)

In this type the specimen is isolated from a pool or reservoir

of cryogenic fluid, usually liquid nitrogen, by a space filled xjith a

gas. The pressure of the gas may be varied so as to adjust the rate

of heat exchange between the specimen and the fluid. A specimen

heater is usually provided, and in equilibrium this balances the heat

lost through the exchange gas. A temperature sensor is connected to a
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controller which adjusts the heater supply to maintain the required

temperature. Sometimes a current is passed through the specimen to

make it act as its own heater.

"Continuous flow" cryostats. (e.g. Wessel 1957; Huber 1969)

In this type there is no reservoir of liquid inside the

cryostat, but instead the specimen is held in a continuous stream

of cold liquid or gas, supplied from an outside reservoir. The

temperature of the stream is controlled externally to maintain the

Correct specimen temperature.

Some preliminary experiments \tfcre done usihg the continuous

flow principle, but it was not found possible to produce rapid changes

in temperature because of the low heat capacity of the nitrogen liquid

or gas used as a fluid. The rate of heating found on blowing nitrogen

or air at room temperature on to the cold specimen from a perforated

spiral tube surrounding it was only 1.2 K s The rate of cooling,

on pumping liquid nitrogen through the tube, was about 4 K s While

these rates could undoubtedly have been improved if the apparatus had

been developed further, it was thought unlikely that they could be

made large enough to avoid unacceptable uncertainty in the times of

annealing pulses lasting a few minutes and involving temperature

changes of 100 K or more. Another drawback of the continuous flow

cryostats was that they cannot usually hold temperatures constant to

better than about ±0.5 K (Huber 1969). While this would have sufficed

for the annealing pulses, random fluctuations of this magnitude would

have introduced errors of 0.8% in measurements of resistance, which is

too great (see section 3.37). It would therefore have been necessary

to use a liquid bath for resistance measurements, and the combination



of the two types of cryostat would have complicated the apparatus

considerably.

3.43 Annealing apparatus

The cryostat constructed for an annealing bath was therefore

of the pool type, and is shown in Fig. 3.43-1. It consists of two

concentric double-walled vessels, the inner one fitted with a pumping

connection, the outer one evacuated and sealed. The space between

the two vessels was filled with liquid nitrogen, and the inner

vessel held the temperature bath fluid. For the temperature range

92 K to 192 K Freon 13 was used; from 185 K to room temperature

methylated spirits was used. Section 3.44 below deals with the choice

of a bath fluid.

The inner bath was fitted with a stirrer, consisting of a

stainless steel tube, 27 mm diameter, inside which was fitted a

stainless steel shaft bearing two propellers (Fig. 3.43-2). The

shaft rotated in three Glacier "DU" bearings (made of porous bronze

impregnated with a mixture of p.t.f.e. and lead) mounted at each end

and at the centre of the tube, and it was driven at 1400 r.p.m. by a

belt from an external electric motor. The action of the propellers

was to pump fluid up the tube, sucking it in at the bottom and

discharging it through three ports just above the surface. In this

way thorough circulation was effected. This design of circulation

system is similar to one used at the National Bureau of Standards

(Scott 1941). On the outside of the tube a heating element of

Nichrome tape was wound non-inductively; its resistance was 10 0,

at room temperature.

Current for the heater was provided from a Kingshill power
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100 mm

Fig. 3.43-1: Annealing bath cryostat
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100 nun
t J

Fig. 3.43-2: Stirrer and heater assembly for
annealing bath
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supply, type S505, which gave up to 250 W (50 V at 5 A). The heat

capacity of the bath when containing 2 litres of fluid was about

5000 J K \ so the maximum heater input gave a rate of temperature

rise of 0.05 K s 1. It thus took about 200 s to change the temperature

by 10 K from one annealing temperature to the next. The heat capacity

of the specimen, dummy and the jig which held them was estimated from

their cooling effect on the bath liquid to be about 67 J K \ so it

was necessary to set the bath temperature about 1 K to 2 K above the

desired annealing temperature.

The temperature of the bath was controlled by a Transitrol type

991F controller, using a copper-constantan thermocouple as a sensing

element. This controller could switch a bypass rheostat into parallel

with the heater if the temperature was too high. As the controller

was designed to control temperatures above 300 K, it was necessary

to reverse the polarity of the thermocouple connections; the

calibrated temperature scale of the controller could not then be used,

so the actual controlled temperature was measured and set using another

calibrated copper-constantan thermocouple. The temperature uniformity

throughout the bath depended on the temperature being controlled; at

worst, near the freezing point of alcohol where the increased viscosity

reduced the effectiveness of the stirring, variations in temperature

from one part of the bath to another did not exceed 0.25 K. The

temperature was constant with time to within. ±0.4 K.

The pressure of gas in the space betx^een the walls of the inner

dewar was varied according to the desired temperabure: for temperatures

above about 150 K the space was evacuated, but Xvbien more cooling was

needed a little air was admitted.
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3.44 Choice of temperature bath fluid

The requirements for a suitable fluid or set of fluids are

a) At least one of the fluids used must be liquid at the lowest

annealing temperature to be used, and at least one must be liquid

at the highest temperature.

b) The liquid range should be as large as possible, to avoid

having to use several different fluids.

c) The liquid and any vapour given off should be, if possible, non-

inflammable and non-toxic.

d) The liquid and its vapour should not react adversely with any

of the materials with which it might come into contact.

e) The specific heat capacity of the liquid should be as large as

possible.

f) It should be fairly readily available at reasonable cost.

The first of these requirements is the most important, and

Fig. 3.44-1 shows the liquid ranges of various possible fluids. From

this it can be seen that no one fluid can cover the whole range from

78 K to 293 K, the nearest possibility being Freon El, with a liquid

range of 118 K to 313 K. This has the great advantage of being a

liquid at room temperature, and therefore easily handled, but it was

thought necessary to obtain some annealing points at temperatures

below 118 K, so another fluid would have to be used with it for these -

points. In any case, Freon El is expensive, costing £28.40 per litre.

The fluids chosen, were therefore Freon 13 for the range 95 K to

190 K and ethanol (in the form of industrial methylated spirits, which

is >90% e'thanol) for temperatures above 190 K. The main alternatives

to ethanol were Freon 114B2, which is expensive and has a higher

freezing point, and the NBS mixtures, which produce corrosive substances
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by oxidation when exposed to air. Propane and propylene were

rejected because of the danger associated with their volatility and

inflammability. The viscosity of ethanol became rather large at the

lower end of its temperature range, and in addition to making it more

difficult to stir this made a greater quantity remain on the specimen

jig when it was transferred back to the liquid nitrogen bath,

possibly creating strains when it froze. Replacing ethanol by Freon

El would have been an improvement; the kinematic viscosity of Freon El

is about a tenth of that of ethanol at 200 K.

~2
Freon 13 has a vapour pressure of about 3.4 MPa (500 lbf in )

at room temperature and was condensed into the cryostat by making it

flow through a copper coil immersed in liquid nitrogen. It was found

possible to return it to a storage cylinder after use by cooling an

empty cylinder in liquid nitrogen and pouring the Freon in through

a funnel attached to the valve outlet.

3.45 Temperature pulses

The temperature of the specimen x^as monitored throughout each

pulse by recording on an ultraviolet chart recorder either the output

from the thermocouple welded to the dummy specimen or the potential

across the potential leads of the specimen itself, thus making it act

as its own resistance thermometer. Typical pulses are shown in Fig.

3.45-1.

The pulses departed from the ideal rectangular shape in two

respects: the rise and fall times were not negligible, and in the case

of low temperature anneal using Freon 13 a spike appeared on the end

of the pulse as the specimen was transferred back into the liquid

nitrogen bath. To correct for these effects, each pulse was divided

into a number of sections (about six in most cases) which could be
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approximated by straight lines, and a computer calculation was then

carried out to find the length of the equivalent rectangular

annealing pulse at the required temperature. The calculation assumed

that a time ti at a temperature T\ was equivalent to a shorter time t2

at a higher temperature T2, and vice versa, using the relationship

ti Em r1 1 > (3.45-1)
tz = 6XP F" ^

This involves the assumption that a single annealing process occurs

at both temperatures with. the same activation energy ^ - an assumption

which is valid only, if at all, for small temperature differences.

Efforts were made, therefore, to keep the pulses as square as possible

by rapid transfers of the jig between baths. It would have been an

improvement to use larger annealing baths; not only would this make

transfer easier, but also the larger heat capacity would reduce the

temperature change produced by inserting the cold specimen.

A preliminary analysis of the results was carried out using an

estimated value of and the energy values obtained from this were

used in a subsequent analysis. Further iterations did not produce

significant changes in the values of E^ obtained.

At low temperatures, where the correction for the spike was

predominant, the time correction was up to +20s; at higher temperatures,

where the correction for the finite rise and fall times was more

important, the correction was about -10s.

The accuracy of the values of corrected annealing time depends

on the accuracy with which time and temperature could be read off the

recorded pulse. Time could be read to ±0.5 s, and could have been made

more accurate by increasing the speed of the recorder chart. A potentiometer

was used to back off part of the potential and allow greater sensitivity

in the measurement of temperature, which could be read to ±0.1 K; if
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Em is taken as 0.2 eV this leads to an uncertainty of 2% in the

corrected value of t at 100 K calculated from (3.45-1). A corrected

pulse time of 90 s was therefore uncertain to ±(0.5 +(0.02 x 90))s

-2.5 s. The absolue accuracy was determined by the thermocouple

calibration, discussed in 3.41, and the speed of the recorder chart,

which was derived from the mains frequency.

3.5 Measurements at liquid helium temperature

To try to improve the accuracy with which the resistivity due

to defects could be measured, liquid helium was used on some occasions

rather than liquid nitrogen as a temperature bath for resistance

measurements.

The resistance of a typical monocrystalline specimen of

Metallurgical Services' cadmium was 1500 yfi at 293 K, 340 yft at 78 K

and 1.04 yfi at 4.2 K. Although the temperature-dependent part of the

resistance was greatly reduced, it was found that the fluctuations in

measured voltage mentioned in sections 3.35 and 3.36 were still present

at about the same value as at 78 K. At liquid helium temperature they

led to an uncertainty of ±0.5% in the ratio v. These fluctuations

presumably arose in the measuring circuit and were not due to changes

in the temperature of the specimen. Their effect would have been

reduced if it had been possible to make a large increase in the current

through the specimen, but the specimen current controller had a maximum

output of 2 A. It would have been possible, however, to use the current

controller in parallel with another source of current; an increase to

at least 10 A would have been needed to be worthwhile. This was not

done, because it was decided that the annealing procedure should first

be developed using measurements at 78 K. For the reasons stated in
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section 3.42, a pool type cryostat was used, and making resistance

measurements at liquid helium temperature after each annealing pulse

would have meant transferring the specimen twice for each measurement -

first from the annealing bath to a liquid nitrogen bath, and then to

the liquid helium bath. This would have been possible, and the

temperature-time records show that the temperature would not have

risen appreciably above 78 K during the second transfer, but the

risk of mechanical or thermo-mechanical damage to the specimen would

have been increased, and the consumption of liquid helium would have
3

been fairly high: about 300 cm were evaporated each time the specimen

was put into the bath, and this was done about 60 times in an annealing

run, so that over 20 litres of helium would have been required per run.

The use of measurements at liquid helium temperatures has,

nevertheless, been shown to be practical, and the apparatus has been

developed, so that a more extensive programme of measurements at that

temperature would form a worthwhile project for future work. Other

workers who have made measurements at 4.2 K in conjunction with

annealing pulses in the range 78 K to 300 K (e.g. Vostry et al. 1972;

Coltman et al. 1971) have usually used a cryostat in which the annealing

was performed in situ without removing the specimen. In these cases

the specimen had to be heated by a heater, and the error due to the

finite rise time of the annealing pulse could have been more serious.

This error is not discussed by either Vostry or Coltman.
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Defects produced by plastic deformation

The main purpose of the experiment was to look at annealing

processes rather than production processes, so the production of

defects was not analysed in detail. Initial measurements were made

of the total defect production for a given strain, to check whether

a sufficient change in resistivity had been produced for an analysis

of its annealing behaviour to be carried out. Fig. 4.1-1 shows, as

a function of strain, the amount of resistivity introduced by low

temperature plastic deformation which anneals out at room temperature

in polycrystalline, cadmium. Also shown are the values of annealable

resistivity obtained by Peiffer and Stevenson (1963) , Stevenson and

Peiffer (1964) and Simon and Delaplace (1972). Simon and Delaplace

say that the resistivity increment was linear with strain up to 7%

strain, and that in a specimen deformed 8%, 30% of the resistivity

increment annealed out at room temperature. There is no direct

evidence, then, for the line which has been drawn through their point

and the origin, although they assume that the resistivity due to point

defects and the resistivity due to dislocations are each separately

proportional to strain.

The points from the present experiment on Fig. 4.1-1 are scattered

within a range greater than the experimental error in each point. Most

of the points "were obtained from different specimens, and Schumacher

(1970), referring to plastic deformation of cadmium, has said that

"even numerically equal amounts of cold work on several specimens may

involve a rather pronounced scatter in the electrical resistivity

increase in certain temperature ranges and, more important, dissimilar



Fig. 4.1-1: Annealable resistivity increment in polycrystalline
cadmium as a function of strain

Errors in the strain, £, are about the same as the diameter of
the circles drawn at each point; errors in Ap/p are negligible
on the scale of this graph.



defect distributions". A test was carried out to see whether the

points obeyed a relation of the form

Ap m
— = ae

P

where Q and rn. are constants. A graph was plotted of log!0(Ap/p) against

l°gio(e)» and a best straight line fit to the points gave the gradient

w = 1.1 ± 0.3 (Fig. 4.1-2). The increase of annealable resistivity

with deformation is compatible with a linear relationship, and not with

3 •

a 2 power or quadratic law as is found in f.c.c. metals. The best

straight line through the origin to fit the points on the graph of

Ap/p against £ had a gradient 0.77 ± 0.04, which gives the relationship

for strains up to 10%.

Since p was found to be 16.3 nfim for cadmium at 78 K, the

increment in resistivity can be expressed as (12.6 ± 0.7) nihil per

unit strain for strains up to 10%.

For the case of single crystals, the resistivity increments were

much smaller than for polycrystals. Values obtained for zinc and

cadmium are shown in Fig. 4.1-3. Most of the deformations shown for

zinc crystals are around 1% to 2%; many attempts were made to obtain

values from larger strains, but in most cases the specimen fractured

during deformation. No conclusions can reasonably be drawn about the

law of resistivity increase with strain, though it can be said that in

most cases a deformation of 1 to 2% produces an annealable resistivity

change of 0.1 to 0.2%, and that even for cadmium strained 15% the

annealable resistivity was only 0.3%. One point for zinc gave a

larger resistivity change, but the reason for its occurrence is not

known - it may have been due to some imperfections in the crystal

acting as sources for a greater number of defects.

Ap/p = (0.77 ± 0.04)e
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Since the accuracy of measurements of Ap/p was -0.015% (section

3.39), changes of 0.1% to 0.2% were not large enough for any

significant analysis of annealing stages to be possible.

4.2 Annealing of defects

4.21 Isochronal annealing

Fig. 4.21-1 shows an isochronal annealing curve obtained from

a polycrystalline cadmium specimen (Cd 20) deformed 7.4% and annealed

in pulses of 3| min. from 105.6 K to 281.8 K. The differential

annealing curve is also shown. The main- characteristics are two peaks

at 138 K and 192 K, with a broad region of annealing extending from

90 K to 180 K.

In Fig. 4.21-2 the same curve is shown together with isochronal

curves derived from the values of resistivity at the end of each stage

of sequential isothermal annealing for specimens Cd 22 and Cd 29. The

total time at each temperature for these specimens was longer than for

Cd 20, so the resistivity shows a more rapid decrease with temperature

on the isochronal curve, but the main features are still present. The

normalised differential annealing curves are shown in Fig. 4.21-3. The

longer annealing times have resulted in the loss of some of the sub¬

structure (this will be discussed further in section 5.2) and have

moved the peak at about 140 K to a slightly lower temperature.

4.22 Isothermal annealing

Fig. 4.22-1 shows the changes in resistivity during a series of

sequential isothermal anneals at temperature increments of 10% up to

207 K. Above this temperature the resistivity increased and changed in

an irregular manner, probably because of strains produced by temperature

changes, as discussed in section 4.4. Another series of anneals on a

different specimen is shown in Fig. 4.22-2.
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4.3 Analysis of annealing data

The annealing processes which occur in cold-worked metals

are more complicated than those in quenched or irradiated materials

because of the large number of different types of defect which

may be present. In addition to point defects there is necessarily

a significant density of dislocations, which not only act as traps

and sinks for point defects but also themselves contribute to

resistivity changes, in processes such as polygonization and re-

crystallization. It is therefore not surprising that the annealing

spectra observed will be complex and not usually describable in

terms of a few discrete processes. An analysis for activation energies,

orders of kinetics and numbers of jumps was nevertheless carried out

as described below in order to extract as much information as possible

from the results to assist their interpretation.

jii

4.31 Methods of measuring the activation energy of annealing, g

The theoretical expression which is usually assumed for the

thermally activated annealing of defects in a metal is (Damask and

Dienes 1963, p.146)

dn/dt = -F (n)Zoexp(-£f1/?dr) (4.31-1)

where n is the fractional concentration of the defect,F (n) is some

continuous function of n, K0 is a constant made up of a vibration

frequency, a geometrical factor and an entropy term, and E™ is the

activation energy of the process, independent of n.

It is usually assumed that n is proportional to some observable

property such as an increment in resistivity p', so that (4.31-1) can

be replaced by

dp'/dt = -F(p,)X0exp(-Em/fc2') (4.31-2)

Damask and Dieries give details of four methods by which the value of
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the activation energy may be determined from the results of

annealing experiments, and other methods have been published by

Afman (1971), Bell and Sizmann (1966), Gevers et al. (1966), Balarin

et al. (1967) and Balluffi and Siegel (1965) ("Palmer method").

Of these methods the change-of-slope method of Overhauser (1953) ,

or variations of it, is most widely used, because it has the advantage

that the activation energy can be determined from a single specimen.

Other methods, such as that of cross-cuts, require a set of identical

samples which have to be annealed at different temperatures; it is

difficult to ensure that two cold-worked samples are identical.

Schumacher (1970) has criticised the use of the cross-cut method by

Stevenson and Peiffer (1963) on these grounds. He also refers to the

limitations of the change-of-slope methods, and these are dealt with

further in the present work.

4.32 Change-of-slope method

In the change-of-slope method a specimen is annealed isothermally

at a temperature Ti for a certain time, and then the temperature is

changed to T2 and isothermal annealing continued at that temperature.

This gives a variation of resistivity with time of the form shown in

Fig. 4.32-1.

P

lope j-—^— Fig. 4.32-1: Diagram to illustrate
v (dtj2 change-of-slope method

time
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The rate of change of resistivity with time on either side of

the point is given by equation (4.31-2) with appropriate values

of temperature, thus:

(dp'/dt) i = -FCpyXoexpC-^/fcZ1!)
(dp'/dt) 2 = ~F(p^)Koexp (-E^/kTz)

Dividing these two equations and taking logarithms gives

m
from which E can be calculated if values of the slopes and temperatures

are known.

The main drawback of this method is the difficulty of deciding on

the values of the slopes, which are very dependent on the few experi¬

mental points on either side of p\ The usual procedure is to draw

a smooth curve by eye through the experimental points and measure its

slope at p^, but it is more satisfactory to use an analytical method.
In some of the earliest work of this type Dugdale (1952) fitted the

empirical expression

p* A ~ Slog!o(t + y)

to the curve, A, B and y being arbitrary constants. He then used the

slope at p^ given by the equation.
In the present work both the "by-eye" method and a curve-fitting

method were used. The equation which was fitted had a theoretical

basis rather than being an empirical one like Dugdale's, although

the values found for the constants implied that the situation was

more complex than is assumed by the straightforward theory.

The theoretical expression for the curve is equation (4.31-2),

in which the function F(p') has to be determined. If it can be assumed

that the annealing process obeys a chemical rate equation, F(p') will
Y

be some power of p', say p' , x^here y is the order of the reaction. If
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the value of y can be found, and if it is a small integer such as

1 or 2, this gives a useful clue to the type of annealing process

which is taking place. For example, point defects migrating without

mutual interaction to inexhaustible sinks gives y = 1; mutual annihil¬

ation of two species of point defect with equal initial concentrations

gives y = 2 (Damask and Dienes 1963).

The annealing equation (4.31-2) then becomes

dp'/dt = -p'^oexpe^/feT) (4.32-1)

This may be integrated to give

p'/pj = exp[-X0texp(~Em/kT)] for y = 1 (4.32-2)

and

1
= (l-y)jf0£exp (-fi^/Zd1) for y ^ 1

(p')Y 1 (p')^ 1) KP*) (4.32-3)

where p'Q is the value of p' before annealing, i.e. at t = 0. These

equations cannot be used to find y if it is unknown, except by trying

various values of y to find one which fits the data.

4.33 Logarithmic curve-fitting improvement of change~of~slope method

A method of obtaining y and Em from equation (4.32-1) is mentioned

by Damask and Bienes (1963), but does not seem to have been developed,

although Fujita and Damask (1964) used a modified version of it to

find y. After it had been used for some time in the present work

Spru^il and Vostry mentioned in a private communication that Nihoul was

also suggesting its revival.

The method is to take logarithms of (4.32-1), giving

In(-dp'/dt) = InXo - E /kT + ylnp'

Thus a graph of ln(-dp/dt) against lnp' will have a gradient y and an

intercept A - lnA0 - Em/kT. If two such graphs are plotted for

different values, of T, Tx and T2, giving intercepts Ax and Az, then
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E fl 1 . m
A\ - Az = -7- Itf ~m)j from which E can be found.K H1 12J

The type of graph obtained from two sequential anneals of the

kind shown in Fig. 4.32-1 is shown schematically in Fig. 4.33-1.

The graph falls in the negative region of both axes because in

practice it is convenient to measure p' as a fraction of the total

resistivity of the annealed specimen. Thus p' and dp'/dt are both

less than 1 and the logarithms are negative.

In using this method it is found that uncertainties in the values

of the intercepts A1 and A?_ may be large, because they are found by

extrapolation over a long distance to the line lnp'= 0. Intercepts

were therefore taken at A\ and A\ instead, on the line lnp' = lnp',

where p' is the value of p' at the time the temperature was changed,
c

A[ ~ A2 then gives directly the logarithm of the ratio of slopes at

that point.
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To plot the graph of Fig. 4.33-1 it is still necessary to

measure slopes on the graph of p' vs. t, but now several slopes can

be used from points along the whole length of each isothermal curve,

and they will all contribute to establishing the position of the

straight line. In order to remove subjective effects as far as

possible, slopes were found numerically in two ways:

a) The slopes of lines joining adjacent experimental points (p!,t^)
and (pj,t.) on the p' vs. t graph were taken as the values of the slope
of that graph at the mean point ((pl+pj)/2, (t .+t12).
b) A parabola was fitted to each set of three adjacent experimental

points and the slope of the parabola at the middle point of the three

was taken as the slope of the graph at that point.

In each case the uncertainty in the gradient was determined by

combining the uncertainty in each of the points to give the uncertainty

in the coefficients of the straight line or parabola.

There were usually six points on each isothermal segment, so

these procedures provided a total of nine values of (dp'/di) to which

the straight line logarithmic graph could be fitted. There was no

apparent systematic difference between the values obtained using method

(a) and those obtained using method (b). The nine points are not all

independent, so only the number of independently measured points was

used in calculating the number of degrees of freedom, which is required

in finding the standard deviations of the slope and intercept. A

weighted least squares fit was used, as described by Fischer (1969),

with the correction of an error in Fischer's formula for the standard

deviation of the intercept, (m. in the numerator instead of -)
r i

Values of (i. - t/). were fairly constant, as were their uncertainties,

so were not taken into account in determining the weights. The



appropriate weighting factors are inversely proportional to the

squares of the standard deviations in ln(-dp'/d£), i.e. if A indicates

the standard deviation of a quantity which it precedes,

•Jw OC
ij Aln(-dp'/dt)

(dp'/d£)ij
MdpVdtJTT

(p! - P!)

A(p! - p!)

(pj - pp since A(Pj ~ Pp i-s constant.
The actual values of the uncertainties are not involved at this stage.

They are discussed in section 3.3.

The logarithmic graphs obtained are shown in Fig. 4.33—2. These

were drawn by a computer-controlled graph plotter from the sequential

isothermal annealing curves of Fig. 4.22-1. The error bars on the

points correspond to three times the standard deviation in p", calculated

as discussed in section 3.39. Here pT has been identified with the

measured quantity which in that section was called Ap/p. The validity

of this identification will be discussed later.

There appears to be a deviation of the points from a straight

line at the lower end of some isothermal segments in Fig. 4.33-2; the

amount of the deviation is about -1 in the logarithm of the gradient.

These points have the largest uncertainty, because the changes in p'

are small and are therefore given a smaller weight in computing the

best straight line. Nevertheless, the points do appear to fall

consistently below the line rather than being randomly scattered, so

some systematic error must be having effect. Two possibilities suggest

themselves: the curve-fitting process used to determine gradients may
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m

be inadequate or the value of y or E may not be constant. These

possibilities will now be considered.

Systematic errors in determination of gradient

A systematic error is introduced when a segment of the curve

is approximated by a straight line, because the value of p' at the

mid-point of the line (D in Fig. 4.33-3) is greater than the value

of p' at the point C, where the tangent to the curve has the same

slope as the line AB.

Fig. 4.33-3: Illustrating systematic
error in determination of gradient

2 time, t

This error cannot be allowed for without assuming the value of

y, which determines the shape of the curve. For y = 1 an estimate of

the size of the error may be made as follows:

Assume that the equation of the curve is

p' = poexp(~Kt), where K = X0exp.

Then the gradient

dp'/dt = -Xp'.

(4.33-1)

(4.33-2)

If the curve passes through the points (p!,t.), (p!,t.) the value of
r r 13

K can be found from (4.33-1) as

K =
-In(piy p!).
TVV

(4.33-3)
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and the gradient at the point E is then

-*p; =
[ln(p!/p!)] Kp[ + Pj)

(t. - to

(p' is the value of p' at the point E).ii

Expanding ln(pl^/pj) as a power series gives

dp'
dt

= -*P' _ Hp!+P!) 2 fp! -pI
i J

(VV
rXL + i

lPi+Pj
p!-p:

p!+p!
I1 J J

p!-p!
_i 1
p!+p!
i J

pi"pi f
t ,-t.
i J

1 + T
pi^i
P!+P!

p:-p:.1 4

pT+p-
l 1 JJ

where the term outside the brackets is the gradient of the straight

line AB. If we put p! - p! = 6p', and t. - t. = St, the first correction
i J i J

term is

ifCfip'/pJ) since p! + p! = 2p'

For small values of 6p* this approaches - —(iffit) , from (4-33-2),

which equals —[In(p!/p!)] from (4.33-3). Thus the gradient at Ej-Z i j

differs from the value at C according to the relation

(dp'/dt)E = (dp'/dt)c[l + jjClnp! - lnpj)2].
The value of (lnp!^ - lnPj) should be constant for any pair of adjacent
points on an isothermal if (4.33-1) holds, and if the points are

closely enough spaced the error should be independent of the particular

point on the isothermal curve which is being considered. It was

found in practice that (lnp| - lnPj) was less than 0.1, so the error
in gradient would be less than 0.001 (0.1%), which is negligible

compared with the uncertainty in changes of p'. It is also too small

to explain the departure from a straight line in Fig. 4.33-2.

The values of gradient obtained from a parabolic rather than

a straight line fit would have been subject to a similar error, because
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if the three experimental points all lie on an exponential-type

curve, and a parabola is constructed to pass through all three of

them, it must cross the curve at the middle point and the value of

its gradient there will therefore differ from the gradient of the

curve. Without knowing the shape of the curve, however, the amount

of this difference cannot be determined. There does not appear to

be any regular variation in gradient as seen in the graphs of Fig.

4.33-2, alternate points on which were obtained from straight line

and parabolic fits.

It appears, therefore, that inadequacies in the gradient

determination are not sufficient to explain the points which fall

below the line and it is possible that the alternative explanation,

non-constant y, must be used. In that case the theory which has

been used as the basis of (4.32-1) is not completely adequate.

Variations in y will be considered further in the following sections.;

Variable order of kinetics

If a single process describable by (4.32-1) is taking place at

the two temperatures, then the two values of y should be the same.

If they are not, then either the annealing processes are different

at the two temperatures or the process is not describable by (4.32-1).

In the latter case, if we can assume that the more general

equation (4.31-2) is applicable, we can consider (4.32-1) as an

empirical equation which can be adjusted to give a reasonable straight

line fit for the purposes of extrapolation. In this case y has no

physical meaning and we need not expect it to be integral, or constant

from one set of points to the next. The values of fi131 will still be

valid, however, since they do not depend on the form of the function

F(p') in (4.31-2).
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If the annealing process changes with temperature, then the

effective value of 5^ obtained cannot be directly associated with any

particular physical process, but has to be interpreted as some kind

of mean value. The difficulties of interpreting effective migration

energies are discussed in section 5.2.

4.34 Separation of annealing stages due to different defects

A complication which enters into all methods of analysis of

annealing data is that the values of resistivity entering into the

formulae are properly only the resistivity, p*, due to the specific

type of defect under consideration. If there are contributions from

other types of defect which do not anneal in the same temperature

range, we can call these contributions p^, the resistivity which

would remain if the isothermal anneal were continued for a long time.

Thus we must identify p' with (Ap/p) - p^, rather than with Ap/p as

suggested in section 4.33. The relationship between p', p^, and Ap/p
is shown in Fig. 4.34-1 for the annealing of a single species of defect.

Note that p' and p^ are expressed as fractions of the fully annealed

resistivity p, and that p' is a function of time, t.
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If the isochronal annealing spectrum shows a number of distinct

and separate peaks, each due to a single process, then the amount

to be subtracted at each stage may be determined fairly easily; in the

case of a continuous annealing spectrum it is very difficult. In the

present work the isochronal spectrum (Fig. 4.21-3) shows changes in

the annealing process at 180 K and perhaps at about 140 K, so the

analysis could be carried out three times: after subtracting the

resistivity remaining at each of these temperatures, and after sub¬

tracting the fully annealed resistivity. In fact, since the analysis

was done on a computer, it was possible to do it as many times as there

were isothermal annealing stages. At each repetition the resistivity

at the end of that particular annealing stage was taken as the fully

annealed value, and all the preceding stages were analysed with respect

to it.

Values of activation energy Em
The values of activation energy Em and order of kinetics y

obtained are set out in Table 4.34-1. Two aspects of this table are

worthy of note:

a) So long as the annealed value is taken a stage or two further

on than the stage being investigated, the value of found from any

pair of stages is constant, although the value of y for each stage

changes considerably. This would be expected if (4.31-2) is valid,

the value of y being adjusted as an empirical constant so that p'
Til

fits F(pr). Values of E from Table 4.34-1 are plotted as a function

of temperature in Fig. 4.34-2, which also shown points obtained from

another specimen.

b) The value of y increases as the annealed value is taken further

away from the end of the stage being investigated. Generally y for
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any particular stage has a value of less than 1 with respect to the

end of that stage and a value greater than 1 with respect to the end

of the next and subsequent stages. This suggests that if first order

kinetics are obeyed an extrapolation of the annealing graphs for two

adjacent stages would look like Fig. 4.34-3 instead of Fig. 4.34-4

which is assumed in the analysis for E .

This implies that a different process comes into operation each

time the temperature is raised, so that the number of defects available

for annealing is increased. The interpretation of a distribution of

processes of this kind is discussed in section 5.31.

It is seen, therefore, that the value of y obtained depends on

the value which is assumed for It is not generally possible to

determine both y and independently. A procedure which is often used

(e.g. Dworschak et al. 1964) is to assume a value of y, say 1 or 2, and

then by trial and error find a value of which makes p' fit (4.32-2)

or (4.32-3). It is often possible to do this, but as has been shown

above the values obtained must be considered to be empirical constants

which give a reasonable fit and they cannot be given physical signi¬

ficance.
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Lee and Koehler (1968) found a way of avoiding the trial and

error fitting of p^, but their method is applicable only to second

order processes (y = 2). They plot (pj - p') ^ against t and get

a straight line; in principle values of p^ and should be determinable
from the slope and intercept, but in practice it is not easy to

determine the intercept accurately. A graph of this kind for an

isothermal annealing stage was found to fit second order kinetics, giving

a value of p^ below the end of that stage and above the end of the

subsequent stage, agreeing with the situation shown in Fig. 4.34-3.

4.35 Analysis of processes distributed in activation energy

There does exist a method of analysis of processes distributed

in activation energy, developed by Primak (1955, 1960). By this

method it is possible to analyse annealing data to give an "activation

energy spectrum" showing the contribution to the total change in the

measured property (e.g. resistivity) which is due to defects which

would anneal with energies in the range to if + 65111. This procedure

has been used by Stevenson and Peiffer (1964) and by Koehler and co¬

workers (Magnuson et al. 1958; Dworschak et al. 1964; Lee and Koehler

1968). Before an activation energy spectrum can be determined, however,

it is necessary to know the order of the reaction, y, and Fang (1970)

has shown by a mathematical argument that it is impossible to determine

both the order of the reaction and the energy spectrum from the analysis

of isothermal or isochronal annealing data. Fang concludes that the

method used by, e.g. Lee and Koehler, is not self-consistent, and that

unless there is other physical evidence there is no mathematical basis

for establishing an activation energy spectrum. Since in the present

work there is no physical reason for assuming a particular value of y

(and indeed such, evidence as there is suggests that y may not be constant)
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it was not thought appropriate to apply Primak's method.

4.36 Number of jumps made by a defect in annealing

If the kinetics can be assumed to be first order, if the

activation energy of movement oha defect is known, and if an

estimate can be made of the frequency and entropy terms, the number

of jumps, riy made by a defect in annealing may be calculated from
the expression

n. = 3Vt1/eexT>(-£f7fcT) (4.36-1)
(Sprusil et al. 1970) where s is the coordination number,

£ is the
time taken for the resistivity to fall to 1/e of its value at the

beginning of that isothermal stage, and V combines the atomic vibration

frequency V , the activation entropy for migration, o , and a geometrical

term g in the form V = g'V^exp (-Sm/k). Sprusil et al. calculate V from
the expression

V.

&2exp(Sr/fer)

where b is the jump length, S^ is the defect formation entropy, and Do
f in f

is the diffusion coefficient, Do = gbzVoexp[(S + S )/k], Do, b and S
13 -1

can be measured independently, and give V = (1 to 3) x 10 s

Measured values of £-jye> an(i ? i-n present work give, from
equation (4.36-1), ~ 3 x 10^ at T = 115 K and n^ ~ 10^ at T - 160 K.
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4.4 Effects of anisotropic thermal expansion

One of the major difficulties in carrying out experiments

involving temperature changes on anisotropic metals is that of strains

introduced by differential thermal expansion. This difficulty has

been remarked on by many workers (Lucasson and Walker 1962; Lucasson

and Lucasson 1962, 1966; Sharp et al. 1965; Coltman et al. 1967, 1971)

but others do not report having had to consider it (Peiffer and

Stevenson 1963; Stevenson and Peiffer 1964; Nihoul 1963; Simon and

Delaplace 1972).

Sprusil (1965) analyses methods of measuring resistivity changes

when extra changes take place during annealing due to causes such as

this. He concludes that the best that can be done is to make simul¬

taneous measurements on a dummy which is as nearly identical as

possible to the specimen, and to give the dummy all the thermal treatment

which the specimen receives before and during annealing except for the

process, such as a quench, in which the defects of interest are introduced.

It is then hoped that unwanted changes in the resistivity of the specimen

will be matched by equal changes in the resistivity of the dummy, and

that variations in the ratio of the two resistances will show effects

due to defects which are in the specimen alone. This is probably fairly

effective in quenching experiments, but when the mechanical properties

and dislocation structure of the specimen have been altered by plastic

deformation it is no longer quite valid to suppose that the thermoelastic

stresses set up or the specimen's response to them will be the same as

for an undeformed dummy. The magnitude of resistivity changes due to

thermal cycling may be quite large: Levi (1965) found that the resist¬

ivity of polycrystalline zinc at 78 K increased by about 3% after 10



cycles between 78 K and 293 K, and changes of a few parts in a

thousand were seen after one cycle.

Kuznetsov and Gribanov (1962) found that intense plastic

deformation occurred in 1.5 mm polycrystalline wires of cadmium and

zinc cycled between room temperature and 88 K. Zinc was made

mechanically weaker by the treatment, and its electrical resistivity

(presumably at 78 K) increased by over 25% in the first 100 cycles,

owing to crack formation. The mechanical properties of cadmium

changed in a direction compatible with work-hardening: the flow stress

2 2
increased from 5.5 kgf/mm to almost 7 kgf/mm (54 MPa to 69 MPa) and

the "relative elongation" decreased from 24% to 10% after about 100

cycles. No change in its electrical resistivity was observed, however.

Cracks do not occur in cadmium, because plastic flow can relieve the

stresses. We can interpret the lack of change in resistivity by

assuming that since the specimen was brought to room temperature on

each cycle there would be an opportunity for annealing to occur and

no cumulative increase in the nunber of defects would result. Thermal

cycling at a lower temperature, as is used in pulse annealing experiments,

would be expected to increase the resistivity. Boas and Honeycombe

(1947) saw two or more sets of slip lines in the same grain in poly-

crystalline cadmium and zinc cycled between 77 K and room temperature,

indicating that secondary slip had occurred.

The effect of thermal cycling on single crystals would be

expected to be much smaller than on polycrystals, and in fact Coltman

et al. (1971) found no effect upon the residual resistance of mono-

crystalline ribbons of cadmium 38 ym thick. Some stresses would be

expected as a result of misoriented fragments, however, being more

serious with larger crystals where the sub-grains could be constrained



on all sides. Postnikov et al. (1967) cycled single crystals of

cadmium between a maximum of 260 °C and a minimum of 100 °C and found

significant changes in fragment structure, even though the maximum

initial disorientation angle was only 16'. They also calculated that

the maximum shear stress due to anisotropic thermal expansion was an

order of magnitude greater than that due to temperature gradient

across the specimen.

Postnikov et al. quote V. A. Lilchachev's formula for the maximum

shearing stress

T = (a,i - ax) Y M1
max smi + 2s 13 + 2/(s ri s 13)

into which we can insert the following values for cadmium:

Coefficients of thermal expansion parallel and perpendicular

to the c-axis, C%, = 57.6 x 10 ^ K ^
ax = 14.0 x 10~6 K_1.

These values are averages of the values quoted by McCammon and

White (1965) for 283 K and 75 K.

-3
Maximum disorientation angle, y, = 16' = 4.7 x 10 rad (Postnikov,

1967).

Elastic constants Sn = 1.29 X IO"11 Pa"1

S3 3
= 3.69 X io~n Pa"1 Room temperature

St, 4 = 6.40 X 10"11 Pa"1 values, from

s 13 =-0.93 X 10"11 Pa"1 Huntington (1958)

This gives X - 450 kPa} which may be compared with the macro-
max

scopically measured critical resolved shear stress for basal glide in

cadmium of 1000 to 600 kPa (Bocek et al. 1964) or 300 to 200 kPa

(Krasova and Kratochvil 1971) at temperatures from 90 to 273 K.

Thus the stress due to anisotropy could easily exceed the critical

stress with a disorientation angle, y, of 16' (0.25°); German (1954)
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found angles of 1° to 3° in investigating the perfection of zinc and

cadmium single crystals grown in glass tubes, and if my crystals were

not much more perfect than his thermal strains would certainly have

occurred.

Apart from the effects of anisotropy, stresses also occur because

of thermal gradients across the specimen which arise when its temperature

is changed. This effect is most important for metals which are being

quenched rapidly from high temperatures; it has been investigated for

quenched f.c.c. metals by Jackson (1965) and for platinum cycled

between room temperature and liquid helium and nitrogen temperatures

by Misek (1972). They both concluded that moving dislocations which

were produced were more effective as sinks for vacancies than as sources,

having a "sweeping-up" action as they pass through the metal. Postnikov's

(1967) conclusion that these strains are an order of magnitude less

than the strains due to anisotropy is applicable to the present work,

so they will not be considered in more detail here.

In the present experiments a single crystal dummy specimen,

initially in an annealed condition, showed variations in resistance

which x^ere attributed to these effects, including a decrease in resist¬

ance after annealing above 224 K. As annealing in this temperature

range is thought to be due to dislocation movement rather than point

defects, it appears that the dislocation structure of the dummy had

been altered by the thermal cycling. The effect was not investigated

in detail, however. To do so would have required a second dummy

specimen kept in the cryostat throughout the run while the first one

underwent temperature changes.

There seems to be no easy way round these difficulties of unwanted

strains. The main steps which have to be taken to alleviate them are:



a) The use of single-crystal specimens which are as near perfect

as possible. This has the disadvantage that fewer point defects are

produced by a given amount of intentional strain in a perfect crystal,

so that they are more difficult to detect; if more strain is used,

the crystal becomes less perfect.

b) The use of a dummy which is as nearly identical as possible to

the specimen. It might be best to use as a dummy a crystal which was

initially the same as the specimen but which had previously been strained

and then annealed at about 180 K. Since the recovery stage attributed

to dislocation rearrangement lies above 200 K, the orientation and

dislocation structure of the dummy should then be similar to that of

the strained specimen, only the point defects being absent.

c) Stresses caused by thermal gradients could be reduced by making

the changes in temperature occur slowly, but this is incompatible with

the need for rectangular temperature-time pulses if the annealing

results are to be interpretable.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Production of point defects by plastic deformation

In section 4.1 we showed that in polycrystalline cadmium

deformed at 78 K the part of the resistivity increment which anneals

out at room temperature is proportional to the strain xjith a coefficient

(12.5 ± 0.7) n^m per unit strain, for strains up to 10%. Simon and

Delaplace (1972) find a resistivity increment of 36.6 nflm per unit

strain, but only about 30% of this anneals out at room temperature,

that is 11 nftn compared with my (12.5 ± 0.7) nQm. We also showed that

in single crystal zinc and cadmium strains of 1 to 2% produced resist¬

ivity changes of about 0.1 to 0.2%. A linear relationship between

resistivity and strain was not established for single crystals, but

the figures tend to indicate that if there were such a relationship

the coefficient would not be much more than about 1.6 nfim per unit

strain.

We shall now consider possible mechanisms which could account

for these increments, to see whether any one gives better agreement

than the others. We shall also try to estimate the number of defects

which xrould have been produced, so that we can calculate a value of

the resistivity per defect.

The observed resistivity increment will be due to the combined

effects of point defects and dislocations. In section 5.2 we attribute

the annealing stages observed above 180 K to dislocations, and those

below 180 K to point defects, so we can use the isochronal annealing

curve Fig. 4.21-1 to find the separate contributions. This shows that

0.46 of the resistivity increment is due to dislocations and 0.54 is

due to point defects. The distinction is not really as clear-cut as



this, because the point defects may condense to form loops, which

will be bounded by a dislocation (Kratochvil 1966) , thus increasing

the dislocation density during the point defect annealing stage, or,

alternatively, point defects may allow dislocations to climb,

reducing the total length of dislocation line during the point defect

annealing stage (Price 1963). Both mechanisms probably operate.

However, we can estimate that about half of the resistivity increment

is due to point defects, and go on to consider how they may be produced.

The reasons why the rate of production of defects in single

crystals is less than that in polycrystals probably include the following:

a) Deformation in single crystals is predominantly on the basal

plane, on the (0001)<1120> system, so that dislocations are less likely

to intersect one another than in polycrystals where in general at least

five slip systems have to be operative, or where twinning and grain

boundary slip have to occur to avoid discontinuities between grains.

(Van Bueren 1961, p. 246).

b) The initial dislocation density in single crystals is likely to

be lower than in polycrystals, so that even if the rates of dislocation

multiplication are the same the number of additional dislocations

produced by a given strain will be less than for polycrystals.

c) The rate of dislocation multiplication in single crystals is

likely to be less, since if there are fewer intersections the glide

distances are likely to be greater and a dislocation is more likely to

escape from the surface than it is to become pinned and form a fresh

source (Mott 1952).

Some quantitative estimates may be made of the number of defects

produced by a given strain; since the calculations can be made only

to an order of magnitude, zinc and cadmium will not be distinguished.

Possible defect production mechanisms will be discussed in turn:
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5.11 Recombination of parallel dislocations

Lines of point defects may be produced by the combination of

parallel dislocations of opposite sign on neighbouring glide planes.

This would be thought likely to be an important mechanism in the

deformation of zinc and cadmium at low temperatures, where nearly

all the mobile dislocations lie on basal planes. Simon and Delaplace

(1972) favour this mechanism because it predicts a linear increase in

the number of defects with strain, but they do not consider quantit¬

atively the number of defects produced. For this mechanism to give

a number of defects proportional to strain we can adopt a "fixed-

barrier" model (Van Bueren 1961, pp. 155-159). This assumes that the

barriers to dislocation motion confine the loops to a maximum distance

L, and that pile-ups occur behind these barriers, eventually stopping

the source from operating. According to this model, the number of

defects produced per unit strain is Z/Lzb2, where b is the magnitude

of the Burgers vector and Z is the length of the recombining parts of

the dislocations, presumably of the order of magnitude of the source

length. To find the maximum number of defects which could reasonably

be explained by this mechanism, we can consider the largest likely

value of Z and the smallest value of L. Suppose that both these values

are ~10 ym; this is the average dislocation spacing when the dislocation

density is 10^ cm ^. Then since b = 3x10 m, the number of defects
24 -3 . -3

produced will be 10 m per unit strain, a concentration of 2x10 %

for unit strain. Taking our value of about 6 nilm per unit strain due

to point defects, this gives a resistivity of 3000 nfim for 1% of defects,

compared with theoretical values of around 10 nfjm (section 2.5).

Anderson and Brown (1965) calculated a minimum value of 100 nfim per 1%

of vacancies, but this is 30 times less than the value predicted by

this mechanism.



It therefore appears that the parallel dislocation recombination

mechanism cannot produce a sufficient number of defects to explain

the observed resistivity increase in terms of a reasonable value for

the resistivity per defect. Even the resistivity increment for

single crystals, which is about 10% of that for polycrystals, is too

large for this explanation. Van Bueren, presumably using estimates

of average values for X and L rather than the extreme values used

22 3
above, obtains 10 defects per m per unit strain for copper, 100

times less than the value calculated here.

5.12 Movement of jogs

Jogs may be produced by the intersection of txjo screw dislocations

moving on different glide planes, and if such a jog is dragged along

by its dislocation it is forced to move non-conservatively and leaves

a line of interstitial atoms or vacancies in its wake.

When both dislocations are able to move under the applied stress,

it has been shown (Cottrell 1957; Hornstra 1962; Zsoldos 1963) that

interstitial-producing jogs are formed when the intersecting dislocations

are moving in opposite directions and that vacancy jogs are formed only

on a slow-moving dislocation when overtaken by a faster one. Since

"overtaking" intersections will be less frequent, more interstitial jogs

will be produced than vacancy jogs. This mechanism may play some part

in cadmium, where some slip on planes other than the basal plane can

take place at low temperatures (this enhances the ductility of cadmium

over that of zinc). However, in both metals the main type of dislocation

intersection is likely to be between the mobile basal dislocations and

the fixed "forest" dislocations. The forest dislocations are as likely

to be of one sign as the other, and equal numbers of vacancy and

interstitial-producing jogs will therefore be formed. Because the



formation, energy of a vacancy is less than the formation energy of

an interstitial, however, the vacancy-producing jogs will move more

readily under a given stress than the interstitial-producing jogs,

and thus more vacancies than interstitials will be formed (Hirth and

Lothe 1968, p. 543).

Again we must use a fixed-barrier model to obtain a linear

dependence of Ap/p on strain (Van Bueren 1961), and the expression

quoted for the number of vacancies per unit volume is Lkz/b2. Here A ,

L and b are the dislocation density, the distance between barriers

and the length of the Burgers vector respectively, £ being the strain.

Taking the same values as in section 5.11, viz. L = 10 ym,

6 -2 24 3
A = 10 cm , gives a number of defects 10 m per unit strain,

the same as for the recombination mechanism. However the value of L

is now in the numerator, and if we let it take the more realistic value

0.5 mm, which is about the diameter of the grains, the number of defects
25-3

produced will be about 5x10 m per unit strain. This corresponds to

a defect concentration of 0.1% per unit strain, and our resistivity

change of 6nfim per unit strain now leads to a resistivity of 60 nflm

for 1% of defects. This value falls between the theoretical value of

10 nQm and Anderson and Brown's value of 100 nfim, and since this is only

an approximate order of magnitude calculation it could be compatible

with either of them. Gertsriken and Slyusar (1958) found 37 to 55 nfim.

The dislocation density may be a few orders of magnitude greater

than the value of 10^ assumed above (Kratochvrl and Homola 1966) , and

this xtfill increase the number of defects produced by the moving-jog

model. The effect of a greater dislocation density on the recombination

model depends on how it affects the barrier distance L and the recombin¬

ation length I. Since we have assumed that L is of the order of the

dislocation spacing, it would decrease, and 7 would necessarily do so
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too, since it is unlikely that the length over which recombination

takes place should be greater than the size of the dislocation loops.

The number of point defects produced would increase at the same rate

as for the moving-jog model if 1 a L.

Bocek (1963) has also noted that the number of vacancies produced

by recombination is likely to be 3 to 5 orders less than those produced

by j°g intersection.

Van Bueren (1961) mentions some modifications of these models,

such as the use of "growing" rather than "fixed" barriers to dislocation

motion; these modified versions no longer predict a linear relationship

between strain and the number of defects produced, but they give the

same result that the number of defects produced by jog motion is a few

orders of magnitude less than the number produced by recombination of

edge dislocations.

5.13 Dislocation uncertainty

Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Wilsdorf (1962) suggested that thermal

vibrations of the lattice might create jogs on dislocations, and the

subsequent movement of these jogs could produce point defects. It is

difficult to estimate accurately how important this effect would be,

but the insertion of a few approximate figures into Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf*s

expression for the "uncertainty distance", 6, of the position of a

dislocation line suggests that it would not play a large part. Taking

<5 = u (8Gb/2i\pi . )
crit

and inserting room temperature values we can put u = 5 pm, the mean

thermal displacement of the atoms in zinc (Barron and Munn 1967) ,

p = (/3/2)b where p is the periodicity distance of the lattice on the

slip plane perpendicular to the dislocation axis and b is the magnitude

of the Burgers vector, T . = G/30 where T ■ . is the largest shearcrit crit
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stress the lattice could stand without dislocations and G is the

shear modulus (Cottrell 1953). This gives 6 ~ 32 pm or an eighth

of the nearest-neighbour atomic spacing, which is 266 pm in zinc.

This implies that few jogs are likely to be produced by this mechanism

in zinc, although Peiffer (1963) suggested that he had possibly shown

that it did operate in copper, in which he found a resistivity

increase due to point defects proportional to the resistivity increase

due to line defects, as the mechanism predicts. There are other

explanations of this proportionality, however, and Peiffer does not

discuss the atomic mechanism quantitatively.

5.14 Saada's relation

Saada (1961) has proposed that the concentration of point defects

produced by a dislocation-intersection mechanism should be proportional

to the work done by the apparatus producing plastic deformation, i.e.

C ~ Tv G

r£

ade (5.14-1)
J o

where G is the shear modulus and A is a constant which lies between

0.05 and 0.1 for face-centred cubic metals (van den Beukel 1970). Thus

when the stress-strain curve is linear, as it almost is for the plastic

deformation of h.c.p. metals (Fig. 3.2-1), C' should be proportional

to £2. Experimental results of the present work (section 4.1) and

of Simon and Delaplace (1972) are that for cadmium the resistivity

increase is proportional to e up to about 7% deformation, and that

Saada's model is therefore apparently not applicable to h.c.p. metals

deforming by basal glide. Peiffer (1963a) measured the resistivity

increase in cadmium, with deformation, but could not fit a uniform power

law to his values because they were not reproducible enough. The graph

of Ap vs. £ which he publishes, however, appears fairly linear up to
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Because the linearity of the resistance increase with strain

has not been established conclusively, however, Saada's relation was

applied to the deformation curve shown in Fig.3.2-1. This gave

fe
■ ade = 128 kPa, found by counting squares. The area under the
o

unloading part of the curve was subtracted from the area under the

loading part to remove the work done against elastic stresses. With

a value of G = 19.2 GPa and A = 0.1, (5.14-1) predicts a defect
-3

concentration of 2.5x10 %. This is the same as was obtained in

considering the recombination mechanism, and by the same reasoning it

is too small to explain the measured increase in electrical resistivity.

In summary, then, it appears that the non-conservative movement

of jogs is the only mechanism which is able to produce sufficient

defects to explain the observed resistivity increase, and that an

explanation by this mechanism requires a concentration of 1% of defects

to change the resistivity by the order of 60 n£2m.



5.2 The annealing of defects in zinc and cadmium

The present results are show together with results which have

been obtained in previous plastic deformation experiments on cadmium

in Table 5.2-1 and Fig. 5.2-1. No-one has yet succeeded in producing

a recovery spectrum of cold-worked zinc, although there have been

other attempts by Sharp et al. (1965), who were not able to detect

any change in resistance on annealing single crystals deformed at 90 K.

In the present work some annealing was observed in zinc (see section

4.1) but its magnitude was not great enough for separate stages to be

resolved satisfactorily.

The various experiments on cadmium have produced a variety of

results which reflects the complex nature of the annealing process

and its dependence on the state of the material. The annealing in -

the temperature range 78 to 273 K may be divided into three main ranges,

as shown in Fig. 5.2-1. These may also be seen in Fig. 4.21-3, although

the broad continuous recovery between 90 and 180 K tends to obscure

the lower temperature part of the curve. There is also some indication

of more structure, particularly in the curve obtained from specimen

Cd 20, which was annealed for the shortest time at each temperature.

The effect of a different annealing programme on revealing fine

structure is being investigated by Vostry and Sprusil (private communication,

1973) who obtained the differential isochronal annealing curves show

in Fig. 5.2-2. The curve labelled (1) had anneals of 2 min at temperature

steps of 10 the curve labelled (2) had anneals of 4 min at temperature

steps of 5 K. It appears that more fine structure is revealed when smaller

temperature steps are used. From Fig. 4.21-3, however, it also appears

that more detail is resolved when the annealing pulse times are short -

the peak at 138 K,. in particular, moves dow in temperature and is
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Fig. 5.2-2: Differential annealing curves for 99.998%
cadmium deformed by torsion at 78 K. (Sprusil and Novotny,
1973 - private communication from Sprusil and Vostry)

T(°K) ~

Isochronal differential annealing curves for samples of 99. 993 at% Cd
deformed by torsion at 78 °K
+ 15 revolutions, A 12 revolutions, o 10 revolutions, o 8 revolutions

Fig. 5.2-3: Curves published by Vostry and Novak, 1971
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Fig. 5.2~4:Isochronal and differential isochronal annealing
curves for a cadmium specimen deformed 8% in tension at 78 K
(Simon and Delaplace 1972)
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finally lost altogether as the pulse times are increased. Short

pulses introduce uncertainties, however, because of the time taken

to change temperature at the beginning and end of the pulse. This

limits the minimum pulse length which can reasonably be used to

about one minute.

The only published differential isochronal annealing spectra

of cold-worked cadmium above 78 K are those of Vostry and Novak (1971)

and Simon and Delaplace (1971), reproduced in Figs. 5.2-3 and 5.2-4.

Other annealing stages lie at temperatures below 78 K (Swanson and

Quenneville 1972) - these were outside the range of the present

experiment, but their nature will be considered in attempting to

synthesise an overall picture of the annealing processes which occur.

Each of the annealing stages will be discussed in turn, beginning

with the highest temperature stages, on which there is most agreement.

5.21 Stage V: dislocation annealing and recrystallization (above 180 K)

It seems to be agreed that recovery above about 180 K is due

first to dislocation rearrangement (polygonization) and then, at

temperatures above 240 K, to recrystallization. Sharp et al. (1965)

and Vostry and Novak (1971) both observed that above 200 K the diffuse

maxima seen in back-reflection X-ray pictures broke up into small

groups of sharp spots. In the electron microscope Price (1961) saw

rapid recovery by dislocation climb at temperatures above 233 K.

Simon and Delaplace (1972) and Sharp et al. (1965) both found a recovery

in mechanical properties in an annealing stage between 180 K and 240 K.

Simon and Delaplace (1972) and Peiffer and Stevenson (1963) found

that the recrystallization tended to increase the proportion of grains

having their c-axis parallel to the direction in which the tensile

deformation had taken place, with a consequent increase in resistivity

in that direction. Because of this, in considering resistivity changes
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in a deformed polycrystalline specimen it is not valid to assume that

the minimum value of resistivity, with respect to which increments can

be measured, will be the value attained after a long anneal at temp¬

eratures above 250 K.)

This stage of dislocation recovery is not present in quenched

or irradiated specimens, although Sprusil et al. (1970) supposed that

a similar mechanism involving the dissolution of some type of vacancy

agglomerate was responsible for a stage seen at over 280 K. The

activation energy of (0.7 ± 0.1) eV found for this stage (Table

4.34-1) is near the energy of ~ 0.8 eV found by Price (1961) for

dislocation climb, which is also about equal to the self-diffusion

energy in cadmium which is, on average, 0.82 eV (section 2.14).

5.22 Stage IV: vacancy complexes (130 to 180 K)

The broad peak found at around 150 K, with an energy which

increases with temperature from 0.2 to 0.4 eV has also been observed

before (Fig. 5.2-1). Stevenson and Peiffer (1964) considered that the

energy of 0.24 eV which they found in 99.999% cadmium was the migration

energy of monovacancies, and that the higher value, 0.34 eV, which they

had previously found in 99.99% cadmium (Peiffer and Stevenson 1963)

indicated a binding energy of at least 0.10 eV between vacancies and

impurities. Vostry and Novak (1971), who found a value of 0.28 eV

for this peak, thought it too low for but suggested that it might

be either (a) monovacancy migration in a direction which requires low

activation energy, or (b) divacancy migration, or (c) some effective

migration energy.

Fig. 4.21-3 shows, for specimen Cd 20, a small sub-stage at

about 170 K. A measured value of the energy at this temperature is

(0.49 ± 0.09) eV (Fig. 4.34-1). Both the above teams found this peak,

at temperatures of 160 K and 180 K
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respectively, with energies of 0.4 eV and 0.31 eV, but no specific

explanation of it was put forward. It was not observed by Sharp et al.,

and not mentioned by Simon and Delaplace, although a deviation of their

experimental points from the curve which they draw may be evidence for

its existence. A corresponding sub-stage with an energy of (0.48 ± 0.05)

eV was found in quenched cadmium by Vostry et al. (1972), who considered

that it was caused by the freeing of vacancies from impurity traps.

The number of jumps was a few hundred, which was too few for the sub-

stage to be entirely due to free vacancy migration to fixed sinks; the

annealing kinetics were first order; and the energy was too great (in

comparison with estimates from self-diffusion and vacancy formation

energies) for single vacancies. They also noticed that the magnitude of

this stage saturated, as the quench temperature increased, at a defect

concentration of about 10 which is the same order as the impurity

concentration in their specimens.

The remainder of stage IV is generally attributed to the migration

of vacancies or vacancy aggregates. It is difficult to come to more

specific conclusions than this. The available information is a mean

g
activation energy of about 0.27 eV, and a number of jumps of about 10

(section 4.36). As discussed in sections 4.34 and 4.35, it is not

possible to determine a unique value of y, the order of annealing

kinetics, in a broad spectrum of annealing processes, although Vostry

and Novak were able to fit their results in this range to y = 1.

Even the activation energy must be interpreted with caution.

Johnson (1968) has shown by computer calculations on the annealing of

clusters of 2 to 7.vacancies that when two or more types of vacancy

cluster are annealing simultaneously anomalous values of activation

energy can be obtained, and "even if the results appear to be regular,

simple interpretations can be very misleading". When monovacancies
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and impurities are included too "in general it will be very difficult

to extract meaningful numbers from experimental data". As an example

of this, Chick (1970) shows that there are still considerable

uncertainties in determining the monovacancy migration energy for a

well-investigated face-centred-cubic metal such as gold. At concentrations

more than about 10 ^ atomic fraction of defects the energy measured

will be an effective one, and these effective energies have a scatter

of at least 0.1 eV, even at a fixed defect concentration. The best

values are found to be: for monovacancies, Z7™^(Au) = 0.89 eV, and
for divacancies, (.Au) =0.7 eV.

Bearing this caution in mind, we can nevertheless look at the

energy values obtained for stage IV to see whether the vacancy inter-
s d

pretation is reasonable. The average self-diffusion energy, E , for

cadmium is 0.82 eV (Schumacher 1970), and the formation energy, E ,

is (0.41 ± 0.02) eV (section 2.1). These values lead to

S? = Esd - E* = 0.41 eV.
lv lv

f s d
For zinc the same sources give E^ = 0.5 eV and E = 1.0 eV, whence

jE^ = 0.5 eV. The value of S^^(Cd) is larger than the energies found
experimentally for stage IV annealing, so the mobile defect appears

not to be the monovacancy. Sprusil et al. (1970) calculated the

divacancy energy E^ on the assumption that the ratio E^/E^ would
be the same for cadmium as for gold. Taking the values for gold quoted

above gives E^(Cd) = 0.31 eV, in fair agreement with the experimentally
determined energy.

A similar calculation was used by Anderson and Brown (1965) in

calculating = 0.32 eV for zinc, this being the activation energy of

the defects which they found annealing after deformation jumps at room

temperature.
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Peiffer and Stevenson (1963) found that the number of jumps

4
taken by defects in this stage was initially ~10 , but that at

later parts of the stage it increased to 10^. This can be explained

if we assume that the defects were vacancies annealing initially to

impurity traps - the number of jumps agrees with the impurity concen-

-4
tration of 10 . When these traps became filled the vacancies

would have to go further, presumably to dislocations.
-3

If the number of vacancies produced gave a concentration of 10

per unit strain, as discussed in section 5.12, Peiffer's 5.8% deformation

would have produced a concentration of ~6 x 10 defects, compared with
-4

an impurity concentration of 10 . Thus there should have been just

about enough defects to fill the available impurity traps, assuming

that some of the impurities would be in clusters or segregated to

dislocations or grain boundaries where they would not contribute fully

as separate traps.

Thus it is reasonable to ascribe stage IV to the annealing of

vacancy-type defects, but not to the simple migration of monovacancies.

Divacancies and probably other vacancy clusters are likely to be the

main mobile defects, but the activation energies and kinetics are

complicated by their interactions with each other and with impurities.

5.23 Stage III: interstitials (80 to 130 K)

This is the least well explained stage. It overlaps with stage

IV and is not completely resolved in all three curves of Fig. 4.21-3.

The activation energy in this stage was found to be (0.16 ± 0.03) eV

9
and the mean number of jumps to destruction was about 10 .

Peiffer and S-tevenson (1963) and Vostry and Novak (1971) resolved

the stage in cold-worked cadmium; Sharp et al. (1965) saw it in single

crystals but not in polycrystals, and it was presumably absorbed in
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Simon and Delaplace's (1971) very broad stage covering 77 to 180 K

(Fig. 5.2-4). The activation energy of around 0.2 eV corresponds to

a stage seen between 120 and 200 K in quenched cadmium (Sprusil et al.

1970). Both Vostry and Sprusil dismissed the explanation of this

stage in terms of interstitials on the grounds that Coltman et al.

(1971) had shown that interstitials produced by irradiation were

mobile at below 26 K. Coltman's interpretation has been challenged

by Seeger (1970), however, who proposed that interstitials were

responsible for Coltman's 120 K annealing stage (see section 2.3).

If this is correct, it seems appropriate to interpret stage III in

deformed specimens in terms of interstitials too. The fact that it

generally occurs at lower temperatures after deformation than after

irradiation is probably because of the greater number of dislocation

sinks which will be present. The stage attributed to vacancies is

also usually at a lower temperature in deformed specimens.

If stage III were due to interstitials, it ought not to have

been seen by Sprusil et al. (1970) in quenched cadmium. Polycrystalline

cadmium was used, however, and as shown in section 4.4 anisotropic

thermal expansion would certainly have produced plastic deformation in

wires 0.7 mm in diameter when quenched from 503 K to 78 K. It was

present, therefore, with an energy (0.19 ± 0.01) eV and 10 jumps to

9 .

destruction, compared with 3 x 10 m the present work. Vostry et al.

(1972) using 0.25 pm x 1 mm ribbons did not observe the stage, but

it may have been obscured by an increase in resistance which took place

at that temperature and which was ascribed to "quenching constraints".

Peiffer and Stevenson's calculation of the number of jumps taken

by a defect annealing in stage III gave a value of 5 x 10^. This agrees

with the number of up to 10^ which they found in the later part of the
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0.35 eV annealing stage (stage IV), so the two types of defect could

have been annealing to the same dislocation sinks. The impurities
4 .

which initially trapped vacancies after 10 jumps presumably were not

effective as traps for interstitials

9
In the present work about 10 jumps were found in stage III,

compared with Peiffer's value of 5 x 10^. These values correspond to

X0 2 ^ _2 X3 -2
dislocation densities of -10 m (10 cm ) and -5 x 10 m

9 -2
(5 x 10 cm ) respectively. The higher value seems the more

reasonable one for polycrystals deformed about 6%. No evidence was

seen in the present work of a smaller number of jumps of about 10^
which would correspond to annealing to impurities, which were present

--5
at a concentration of 10

Unfortunately the number of jumps for the stage III peak was not

investigated in Stevenson and Peiffer's later experiment (1964) wTith

99.9999% cadmium, in which the number of jumps of the stage IV defect

was found to be ~k2. In this case the distance to impurity sinks

would have been about the same as the distance to dislocation sinks,

so that if stage III was due to interstitials it would have been

expected to give a number of jumps of -10^ too.

There are, unfortunately, no theoretical or empirical calculations

of the migration energy of interstitials in cadmium with which the

observed 0.19 eV can be compared. Van den Beukel (1970) tabulates

energies between 0.28 and 0.44 eV which have been found for annealing

in the corresponding stage in gold, but there is some disagreement on

the nature of the process; Van den Beukel favours the migration or

break-up of interstitial agglomerates. If we compare the energy found

for this stage for gold with 5^ for gold and cadmium as we did in
section 5.22, we predict that the energy for this stage in cadmium
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would be [(0.3 to 0.4) x 0.5/0.9] eV = 1.6 to 2.2 eV, a range which

includes the measured value of 0.19 eV. There is therefore some

justification for considering that stage III in cadmium is analogous

to a stage in gold which has been attributed to the annealing of

interstitial-type defects.

5.24 Stages I and II: recombination of close pairs and other groups

(<80 K)

The only deformation and recovery experiments in cadmium

carried out below 78 K are those of Swanson and Quenneville (1972),

who found recovery stages below 60 K similar to those seen by Coltman

et al. (1971) in neutron-irradiated material, and attributed to the

recombination of Frenkel defects and other vacancy-interstitial groups.

Another stage at about 70 K can be seen in Swanson's graphs, which

stop at 75 K, and this may well be the beginning of stage III.

5.3 Sinks for defects during annealing

In section 4.36 we calculated that in the present work defects

9
annealed with a mean number of jumps to destruction of about 3 x 10

g
in stage III and 10 in stage IV. The nature of the sinks has been

mentioned in sections 5.22 and 5.23. We shall now consider some

other possibilities and complications.

The mean number of jumps to destruction is, in the case of point

sinks, approximately equal to the reciprocal of the concentration of

sinks (Damask and Dienes 1963, pp. 81-84), so if the sinks were impurities
-8 -9

their concentration would have to be 10 to 10 , values which are

much less than the actual impurity concentration of about 10 If the

sinks are dislocations, the atomic fraction of sites which lie on

dislocations is given by the number of dislocation lines cutting unit

area, i.e. the dislocation density, A, divided by the number of atoms
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per unit area, 1/Z?2, where b is the lattice spacing, assuming a

cubic lattice. This gives KbZ for the effective concentration of

point sinks, and l/Kb2 for the mean number of jumps to destruction.

This is the expression quoted by Van den Beukel (1970).

With i = 3 x 10 ^ m, the experimentally found numbers of
9 -2 5-2

jumps then require dislocation densities of 3 x 10 m (3 x 10 cm )
11 -2 7 -2

at 115 K and 10 m (10 cm ) at 160 K. Both these values seem

rather small for the dislocation density in deformed specimens, and

it' is therefore possible that dislocations are not very effective as

sinks for point defects.

Point defects may also anneal to grain boundaries. The mean

radius of the grains was ~ 250 ym, and if we assume that they were

spherical a solution of the equation for point defect diffusion gives

(Damask and Dienes 1963, pp. 79~81) a mean number of jumps to destruction

of 7 x 10This is larger than the experimental number of jumps,

which therefore lies between the values expected if either dislocations

or grain boundaries were acting as traps. If both were effective

then this would be reasonable.

However there is also considerable evidence that point defects

do not anneal to pre-existing traps at all, but condense to form

"platelets" - discs of stacking fault, parallel to the basal plane,

bounded by a partial dislocation. Seeger and Trauble (1960) predicted

these loops to explain decreases in slip-line length and increases in

the work-hardening coefficient which they found after short anneals

at room temperature, and they have been seen in the electron microscope

by Price (1963) and by Berghezan et al. (1961). This provides another

possible reason for the complex annealing kinetics observed, because

the resistivity change when point defects condense into loops will

depend on the number and size of the loops and the proportion of defects
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which create new loops rather than joining pre-existing ones.

These loops may be stable at quite high temperatures, and may

even grow as a result of vacancy creation during oxidation of the

surface which occurs on exposure to air (Michell and Ogilvie 1966).

It has also been suggested (Harris and Masters 1966a, 1966b) that

the oxide film may retain supersaturations of vacancies in zinc,

magnesium and aluminium at temperatures where they are mobile, by

preventing them from condensing at the surface. This effect would

be most noticeable in small, perfect single crystals and foils where

few traps other than the surface would be available, but in polycrystal-

line material there would be many other sinks.



6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 When polycrystalline cadmium is deformed by tensile strains

of up to 10% at 78 K the annealable component of the resistivity

increment increases linearly with strain, with a coefficient

(12.5 ± 0.7) nSTm per unit strain.

6.2 When single crystals of zinc and cadmium are given small tensile

strains an annealable component of the resistivity increment is

produced. Its magnitude is not very reproducible, but is usually of

the order of 0.1% to 0.2% for strains of 1 to 2%.

6.3 The dislocation intersection mechanism with fixed barriers is

the most likely means of production of point defects.

6.4 A resistivity of 60 nfim per atomic percent of point defects in

cadmium would be compatible with the results obtained.

6.5 About half of the annealable resistivity increment anneals out

at above about 180 K. This stage (stage V) is attributed to dislocation

annealing and recrystallization, and occurs with an effective

activation energy of (0.7 ±0.1) eV.

6.6 In the range 130 K - 180 K a broad annealing stage (stage IV)

occurs, with an activation energy which increases with temperature

from 0.2 to 0.4 eV. A substage at 160 - 180 K, with an energy over

0.4 eV, is probably due to the freeing of vacancies from impurity traps,

and the remainder of the stage to the migration of vacancies and

complexes of vacancies with other vacancies and with impurities. The

stage is clearly not due to a single process, and a unique order of

kinetics can therefore not be obtained. The activation energy too should

probably not be associated with any specific defect, but Anderson and

Brora's (1965) value of (0.32 ± 0.03) eV for the divacancy in zinc falls
g

within the observed range. The number of jumps found was about 10 ,
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which would agree with annealing to dislocations at a density of

107 cm"2.

6.7 Stage III, at temperatures of 80 K to 130 K, with an activation

energy of (0.16 ± 0.03) eV, is probably due to interstitials and
9

their aggregates. The number of jumps was about 3 x 10 , so annealing

was not to impurity traps but probably to dislocations or grain

boundaries.

6.8 Stages I and II, which lie below the range investigated in the

present work, are probably due to the recombination of Frenkel defects

and other close interstitial-vacancy groups.
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7. FUTURE WORK

The available annealing measurements on zinc and cadmium are

still not extensive enough for definitive statements to be made

about the processes involved. There is no complete set of data from

4.2 K to 300 K for quenched or deformed specimens comparable to the

results of Coltman et al. (1971) for irradiated cadmium. The

obtaining of such data would not be easy (Coltman's team at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory took several years to obtain theirs) but its

availability would make the interpretation of the annealing behaviour

much more certain. In particular it would be useful to know the

annealing behaviour after quenching of high-purity cadmium and zinc in

the form of small diameter single crystals of as great a perfection as

possible. The contribution of defects other than vacancies should be

small in such specimens, so that the stage of vacancy annealing should

be identifiable. The use of a second dummy specimen, which remains

in the liquid nitrogen bath is to be recommended as a check on the

amount of thermal strain introduced during annealing.

The apparatus developed for the present work could be used to

obtain more extensive data than is presented here. Some slight

modification to the annealing bath is desirable, as mentioned in

section 3.45, but then it would be useful to look in more detail at

the following:

a) The effect of varying the time•and temperature steps in an

isochronal annealing programme, to find an optimum combination for

revealing details of the annealing spectrum.

b)■ Isothermal annealing data at various temperatures after various

pre-annealing treatments at lower temperatures to try to isolate

effects due to individual species of defects.
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c) The effect of different structures in the specimen before

deformation on both the number of defects produced and their annealing

behaviour. The effect of different grain sizes, prior deformation at

room temperature, and prior deformation and annealing at low

temperature could be investigated, preferably in conjunction with

electron-microscope or etch-pit studies of dislocation structure,

to clarify the role played by the different defect production

mechanisms discussed in section 5.1 and the nature of the traps

involved in point defect annealing.

d) The effect of controlled amounts of impurities on the annealing

behaviour, to investigate their role as traps for point defects,

shown by the effect of the additional binding energy and by the number

of jumps taken by a defect in annealing. It would be interesting to

look at the different effects of substitutional impurities which were

(i) larger than the cadmium atoms, and which would therefore trap

i.
vacancies more readily than interstitials, and (ii) smaller than the

cadmium atoms and which would therefore trap interstitials more readily.

Much theoretical work in this field still needsito be done too,

although some of the problems have remained without a satisfactory

solution for so long that they are probably not susceptible to solution

by straightforward methods. As mentioned in section 2.5, though, many

calculations have been made of the properties of point defects in f.c.c.

metals, to the neglect of the hexagonal metals. Some of the techniques

developed for the f.c.c's could certainly be applied in this direction.

It would be of particular interest to have theoretical values for the

formation energy of interstitials in various configurations (e.g. as a

crowdion and in the space between adjacent basal planes) and to know

with what activation energy, jump frequency and jump vector they migrate.
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The present values for the resistivity increment due to vacancies

vary widely, and those for interstitials are non-existent, so that

theoretical work is also called for on this aspect.

I
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